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GOTCH READY FOR MATCH
Chicago. Feb. 2. Frank Gotch, the

SUBMARINE SINKS

world's champion wrestler, arrlved
in Chicago last night for his match
with Plestlna.
The champion will
A try
to dispose of his opponent twice
in 30 minutes before the Illinois Ath
letic club tomorrow ntght. This will
be the first appearance of Gotch here
since his tussle with Hackenachmidt
on Labor Day. He said last night that
PRESIDENT TAFT WOULD HAVE he had no intention of giving his FOURTEEN
PERISH' WHEN VES
title away and that when he did lose
ALL NATIONS
INVESTIGATE
SEL FOUNDERED AFTER COLit he wanted to lose to an American.
THE HIGH PRICES
LISION WITH GUNBOAT.

SUBJECT

PRE88

OF

WITH ENTIRE

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

IHhDAliy

MAXIM

Act as If You're Enjoying I.lfe. Whether
You Are or Not.

2, 1912.

SUITS FOR M'DONALD
New York, Feb. 2. Papers
were
filed in the supreme court today in

NEW

REBELLION

the suit for an absolute divorce which
Charles P. MacDonald, the wealthy
Chicago packer and member of the
firm of Armour and Company, Is bring
ing against his wife, Mrs. Anna Edwards MacDonald, daughter of Congressman Edwards of Michigan. Mrs.
MacDonald has started a counter suit
gainst her husband. No names of co- FORMER MINISTER OF
THE
respondents are given by either Mrs.
TERIOR
SAID
TO
BE
RESPON
MacDonald or her husband, nor are
SIBLE FOR MUTINY.
any dates given of the alleged acts of
iufidelity.

THOSE "CANDY" GIANTS.
New York, Feb. 2. The haberdashery of the New York National League
baseball players thrs summer will be

ROOSEVELT

FOR

more elaborate than has even been
by any baseball team heretoThe home uniform is to be of a
soft velvety flannel of Colonial cream.
The button holes will be worked in
colored silk thread and the monogram
"N. Y." will be also worked in silk,
.INThe road uniform is to be of stronger IN
EDITORIAL IN THE OUTLOOK
material than last season. The color
HE
SAYS FEMALE SUFFRAGE
Will be gray.
"Like the early dawn,"
IS A GOOD THING
"
is McGraw's description. The home
GET NEW TITLE
2.
uniform will have a fine feather stripe
A
FOR
ASKS
Washington, Feb.
COMMISSION
WERE
VOLUNTEER
SAILORS
0R0ZC0 SENT TO
BORDER on-- the colonial cream back ground
sioned officers of the regular army as
NOT OF SUPREME IMPORTANCE
THAW WANTS FREEDOM
The hosiery and caps will be novel
signed to duty as miL'tia instructors
INFishkill
RECOMMENDS
N.
SEARCHING
Urn FROM THE FLEET HAD
Y., Feb. 2.
Landing,
have been given the title "sergeant-instructors- "cm
and attractive.
Harry K. Thaw has now completed REVOLUTIONARY FIGHTER PROV
QUIRY INTO PRESENT INDUSin a formal war departFORMER PRESIDENT SAYS THERE
RESPONDED IN LARGE NUMfours' years incarceration at the
ING HIS LOYALTY TO PRESI"
detailed
TRIAL RELATIONS
ment order. The
SUSPECT FOUL PLAY
ARE OTHER
BERS TO THE CALL.
REFORMS
OF
Hospital for the Criminal In
DENT MADERO.
for this duty on account of lack of
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 2. Grand
MORE REAL IMPORTANCE
sane, to which he was sentenced after
cnoii'-'l- i
otncers to
jury investigation is expected to begin
AN
ALASKAN
RAILWAY meet the demands of the militia for UNLUCKY SERIES OF BOATS the second jury which tried him for
here tbJs afternoon Into the mysterious
the murder of Stanford White found WARFARE
AT
CHIHUAHUA
instructors have been doing excellent
death of E. G. Throckmorton, who was LET THOSE AFFECTED DECIDE
him insane. Reports continue to be
become
have
and
work
to have been chief witness in the trial
very
popular
EXECUTIVE MAKES SEVERAL RETHE "A" CLASS HAS COST THE circulated here that he will arvnn
MEXICAN CONSUL ADMITS THAT of John B. Snead, accused of the death
with the National Guardsmen.
make another attorn Tit tn 'mi in Vife
COMMENDATIONS REGARDING
LIVES OF MANY GALLANT
IS NOT IN FAVOR OF GRANTING
of Captain A. G. Boyce.
TROUBLE HAS OCCURRED IN
' NORTHERN TERRITORY
freedom through habeas corpus pro
BRITISH SEAMEN.
THE BALLOT WHEN IT IB
Physicians who attended ThrockM'FARLAND TO FIGHT
THAT LOCALITY.
ceedings.
It
is
NOT DESIRED
declared
morton,
his
illness
said,
2.
McFarFeb.
Chicago,
Packey
and death resulted from alcoholic
Washington, Feb. 2. President Taft land and Eddie Murphy have signed
Portsmouth, England, Feb. 2. The
Mexico City, Feb. 2. Foreign Min
in a message to congress today urged articles for a ten round flight at South n men
poisoning. The grand jury will InvesNew York, Feb. 2. Theodore Roose-vecomposing the crew of the
ister Manuel Calero said today that it
an international inquiry into the high Hend, Indiana, on February 14. The Uritish submarine
"
tigate along lines designed to deterperished todiscusses "Women's Rights; and
would not surprise him if it were
mine whether there was extraneous tho duties of
cost of living. The president asked men aree to weigh 136 pounds at I day when the vessev
n, m the harBoth Men and Women"
TODAY
IN
that
Emiliano
proved
Vasquez Gomez, poison in the
CONGRESS.
bor here after a collision with
authority to invite the nations of the o'clock.
liquor Throckmorton is in an editorial in tho current issue of
the
former
minister
of
who
the
interior
is
said to have drunk.
world to a conference in this city or
gunboat Hazard. The crew was made
the Outlook. He says in part:
named for provisional president of
up of volunteers from the fleet, as is
elsewhere to make plans for the inthe
Mexican republic in a proclama
"Much, indeed, has America owed
the case with the complements of all
vestigation of the "high prices that so
Washington, Feb. 2. Senate not in tion circulated
to the fact that her two greatest men,
the
among
yesterday
submarines. In iph or the hazard- session ; meets Monday at 2 o'clock p.
distressed the people of the world."
GUILTY MAN BEGS
troops of the Juarez garrison, was
Washington and Lincoln, though they
ous nature of the service the men m.
Mr. Taft also urged the appointdid
in the revolt at Juarez in
not neglect rights, were even
concerned
like the work and volunteer for it In
ment of a federal commission tc
Lorimer election investigation conmore concerned with duties.
the Zapata rebellion. The foreign
ADDRESSES HOUSE large
tinued
with
make "searching inquiry into the subnumbers.
Detective Bailey
TO BE EXECUTED "I believe in woman's
minister was, however, inclined to
rights. I e
Besides the regular crew who were
ject of industrial relations."
take
the
other
Gomez
view,
even
more
crediting
in the perFinance
on
earnestly
"A-3committee will decide late!
"For some years past," said the
"
board the
tho admiralty
with greater wisdom than to join in
formance of duty by both men and
..
CONGRESSMAN
BERGER. SOCIAL-- stati.
its
n,.,.
on
action
iner
today
democratic
"the
ot-and
steel such
high
president,
steadily
,I,,ee
.
lieutenants on
"
HAD COMMITTED TWO MURDERS; women; for unless the average man
movements.
icti, udjcv i o iu
rvntmii irne vessel were drowned when the bill,
creasing cosit of living has been
An attack was made on the pent
CLAIMED TWO
DEAD MEN'S
and the average woman live nves of
NOBLEMAN SPEAKING
matter of such grave public concern
emanAppropriation
for
submarine Batik, making a total of 14
Savannah
at
SPIRITS
for
Chihuahua
TAUNTED
the
HIM
duty, not only our democracy but civipurpose
tentiary
cipation celebration will be favoraly
that I deem it of great public inter
deaths.
of liberating, Antonio Rojas, who surlization Itself will perish. I heartil
2.
Feb.
Count
Washington,
est than an international conference
The submarine licw on the Princess reported.
believe
In equality of rights as beSanta
rendered
with
his
at
2.
followers
Feb.
On
Moris,
Calif.,
Barbara,
Coal operators urge before interVon Luetzow of Bohemia, cham- shoal almost on
be proposed at this time for the pur
the same spot where
in
of the state, bended knees, Jesus Yriqud, begged tween man and woman but also In
the
southern
part
commerce
state
berlain
to
Emperor Francis Joseph the submarine "A-l- "
commission, an inter- where
pose of preparing plans, to be subwas lost with
he and his followers had re- Judge Crow today to sentence him to full and emphatic recognition of the
mitted to the various governments, of Austria, addressed the house of re- - all hands on March IS, iu4. British state trade commission.
volted while stationed at the Dolores be hanged in expiation of the mur fact that normally there cannot b
....
House
met
noon.
inrcanfahlvaa
at
inn.r
for an international inquiry into the
uuivereai Buumar nes be omrine to tho "A"
Indeed, there
Carlos Angrada and Juan Her identity of function.
President Taft's message recom- mines. According to reports by the ders of on
high cost of living, its extent, causes, peace, during a 15 minutes recess ask- - class have been siniiari
nrust
be
dissimi!
normally
the
nandez
Christmas
but
court
an
complete
also
nfnrtn.
Interior
day
attempt
department,
ed by Democratic Leader Underwood. ate. The "A-5- "
mending legislation for Alaska and was made
effects, and possible remedies.
had lx men killed public
to release Juan Alatorro. refused, sending him to San Quentln arfty of function between them, and
In
domain
and
general,
urging
socialist connresa- - and 12 injured by ah explosion at
There Is no doubt but that a com Victor lVerger.
the effort to Ignore this patent fact Is
Antonio Rojas, a few weeks ago for life instead.
international
into high cost
from Milwaukee,
mission could be appointed of such man
protested Queenstown on February 15, 1905. of living was inquiry
led a band of Insurrectionists in faYriqui pleaded guilty several days silly. I believe in woman's suffrage
lead.
unprejudiced and impartial persons, against foreign nobleman addressing The "A-8- " sank off Plymouth on June
Pension appropriation bill up for vor of Emilio Vasquez Gomez. The ago, interrupting his trial to do so, wherever the women want it. Where
experts in investigation of economic the house and remarked that no such 8. 1905, when 14 men out of her crew passage.
mob was led by Captain Mendoza. and today was brought into court for they do not want it, the suffrage
"
should not be forced on them. I think
facts, that a great deal of very valu- distinction would ever be accorded a of 8 lost their lives. The
sank
Steel trust investigating committee who formerly was captain of the ru- sentence.
able light couid be shed upon die rea- foreign socJalist.
during the maneuvers at Portsmouth resumed hearings.
"I am guilty," he moaned, "every that it would be well to let the woral guards, but lately was discharged
"Two months ago," he said," a fa- on November IG of the same
sons for the high prices that hae so
year but
Leader Underwood announced he from the service by General Pascual night I see the faces of those dead men themselves, and only the wonwh,
distressed the people of the woild, mous Bohemian socialist, who is mem- the whole of ner crew were rescued would present to the democratic cau- Orozco.
At half past eleven this men before me. I cannot sleep or eat vote at eome special election, as to
whether they do or do not wish the
and in)'( nr.fition given upon vhba ac ber of the reichstag, was in Wash- with considerate difficulty.
The cus Wednesday a resolution for sep- morning no official advices as to tha I want to be hanged."
hud Seven or her crew badly arate
tion might be taken to reduce the ington but was not asked to address "A-l- "
trust" and shipping result of the fight had been received.
Judge Crow ordered the court bailiff rote as a permanent possession. In
"money
the house."
cost of living.
to hold Yriqui up while sentence was other words, this is peculiarly a case
injured by an explosion of August o, combine investigation.
"But, surely, no one objected to his 1910.
for the referendum to those most
"Those who have conducted investiimposed.
Hearing of contest for RepresentaTroops Sent to Scene.
This class of boat is a single screw tive Bartholdt's seat continued.
affected that is, the women
gations have found that the phenom- being asked," said Representative UnChihuahua, Feb. 2. A detachment
MECCA FOR. DRUNKS.
submersible of a modified Red Holthemselves. I should be entirely
enon a: rising prices is almost if not derwood.
of 100 of General Pascual Orozco's
New York, Feb. 2. A remote s c content to abide the decision either
"Oh, no," said Mr. Berger, "but I land type with a length of 100 teet
quite general throughout the world;
men under Captain Roza left in a tion on northern
I
knew
I
no
had
to
if
asked
a
chance,
beam
12
and
of
8
Long Island is to Be way; for, though I do not think that
but they are baffled in the attempt to
feet inches. Their COLORADO
RANCOMAN
special train for Juarez at 6 o'clock tbe sobering up locality for New the
trace the causes by the impossiblity have a foreign socialist speak to the displacement is 180 tons. They are
damage prophesied from women's
last evening. General Orozco with York's inebriates if a recommenda- votjing
Mr. Berger withdrew his driven by gasoline motors when on
would come or has come where
of making any accurate international house."
will tion made
the surface of the water and by elecby the board of inebrietv it' has been tried, I also think that
MURDERED ON RANGE several hundred men probably comcomparisons. This already made, we objection.
leave here today. Telegraphic
to the city board or estimates Is very much less effect would bo protric motors when submerged. They
are still without adequate data and
munication! (has been
adopted. For the proposed farm
have a surface speed of 12 knots and
or the other, than tho
duced, one
because as yet no two countries estifrom here to Juarez and the train which the too free users of alcohoH' enthusiasts way
a submerged speed of eight knots. MISSING
MAN'S
WITH
HORSE
mate their price levels on the same MANY INDICTMENTS
believe. In other words,
service will be resumed today. The stimulants may be committed under I do not
ROPES AND SADDLE DISCOVThe motors develop 500 Indicated
basis or by the same methods."
regard the movement as
a recent enactment, the city is recity is quiet.
ERED BY SEARCHERS.
As to the commission on industrial
power on the surface and 150
anything like as important as either
HAVE BEEN DRAWN horsse
A mob of about 150 men assaulted quested to buy 520 acres of land at
horse power on the surface and 150
its extreme friends or extreme opponrelations, the president said:
the penitentiary here at 6 o'clock this Smithtown, L. t, near Mayor Gay-nor- ents think. It is so
armament consists of . two torpedo
"There should be an inquiry by tho
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 2. Mystery
much less imnor-tan- t
were repulsed after
country place. The city plans
surrounds the disappearance of Felix morning. They
tubes.
than
federal government into the general WHOLESALE
other
many
reforms that
IN
PROSECUTIONS
two hours' hard fighting by the to spend about $850,000 on the
I have never been able to take a
Martinez, a ranchman of Gulnare, 45
conditions of labor in the United
DYNAMITING CONSPIRACY TO
who
miles northwest of here whose horse guards under Captafn Salgado,
very heated interest in it.
States, notwithstanding the fact that
OCCUR SOON
A bloody were reinforced by troops from the
was found late yesterday.
some of the remedies will Ve with tho
"If the woman suffrage movement
M'MANUS.IS WARDEN DF saddle
from which dangled the frayed local garrison.
were to be judged only by those adseparate states, or even entirely outside
11
went
on
Indianapolis, Feb. 2. Thirty indictuntil
o'clock
Fighting
IT MOST RAVE DEEN
ends of ropes indicated the man. had
the sphere of governmental activity, in ments or
vocates of it who discredit themselves
more, growing out of the
STATE
been murdered, the corpse tied to when General Orozco, who took
PENITENT
the hands of private individuals and
IARY
and their sex by disorderly antics in
of
government's investigation into the
defenders
in
the
the
early
the saddle and the horse turned loose. charge
of voluntary agencies. One legitimate
A SCRUMPTIOUS FEED public and who assail the foundation
dynamite conspiracy have been drawn
Blood stains-othe horse's legs indi- fight, ordered his men to cease firing
object of such an official investigation up and the possibility that
of private and public morality in their
will
as
then
to
had
the
rebels
they
retreated
GOVERNOR
THIS MORNING AN cate that the animal had kicked loose
and report is to enlighten ard inform be voted on
endeavor not to raise the sense of
by the federal grand jury
JURORS SPEND $25,000 ON A BAN- moral
NOUNCED APPOINTMENT OF
from the burden. Martinez had been a distance which made the firing;
public opinion, which of itself will oft- next Tuesday was admitted at the ofduty in man, but to lower the
QUET FOR THE NEW YORK
ALBUQUERQUE AN.
en induce or compel the reform of un- fice of
missing from his home for ten days
sense of moral duty in woman, !
United States Attorney Charles
To the list of dead are now added
SHERIFFS
and the horse was found by a searchjust conditions or the abatement of W. Miller today.
should certainly oppose the movement
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 2. Governor ing party. He is said to have had Captain Gutierrez and a sergeant beunreasonable demands.
But I do not believe these undesirable
The
force.
to
the
e
defending
New York,
McDonald today appointed J. B.
Feb. 2. Twenty-fivtrouble recently with his neighbors longing
in any way to be accepted
"Unquestionably the time It
ow
apostles
in
rebel losses are unknown. For the thousand dollars is the estimated cost
Chicago
Investigation
democrat, former city clerk over live stock.
as exponents of the cause and I call
ripe for a searching inquiry into the
Chicago, Feb. 2. Special agents of of
defendof
the
purpose
distinguishing
of the annual banquet of the sheriffs,
Albuquerque, warden of the state
subject of industrial relations which the
ers from the men of the attacking by the jury here last night. This was attention to the fact that they are
department of justice are inves- penitentiary at Santa Fe to succeed
shall be official, authoritative, balanced
the fire which destroyed the Cleofes
force the former wore white bands at the rate of $50 a plate for the 500 prominent, not in the region where
ANOTHER BROKER FAILS.
Romero, republican, resigned,
and well grounded, such as only the tigafng
open board of trade building here De- the transfer to take
on
tneir arms,
inis measure was men present. The menu was elabor- woman suffrage does exist, but in
New Orleans, Feb. 2. Immediately
federal government can successfully cember 19. The
place on Februas a result of confusion early. ate and costly and each diner re- regions where it does exist
Investigators refuse ary 15. He also
adopted
on
after
the
announcement
floor
the
W.
John
appointed
undertake. The present widespread to discuss the cause of their
work, Hie!:s of Santa
in the fight.
ceived as a souvenir a solid silver
"I pin my faith to woman suffragRosa, a member of of the New Orleans cotton exchange
interest 1n the subject makes this an but It is said valuable
records which the state cattle
The passenger service on the Mexi loving cup, the pedestal formed of a
D.
noon
at
Charles
that
to
today
Flnley,
sanitary board
of the type of the iate Julia
opportune time for an investigation would have thrown light od the
ists
succeed the governor, wno had been member of the cotton brokerage firm can North Western railroad has been figure of Justice balancing her scales. Ward Howe.
which in any event can not
bomb cases were destroyed
long be
Julia Ward Howe was
deThe guests Included business men,
a member of the board up to the time of Flnley & Simpson, had committed abandoned owing to the reported
postponed. It should be
in the ffre. Twenty-on- e
one
unions had of
of
the
struction
the
near
track
Casa
of
foremost
citizens of this
suicide, news of the failure of the firm
his inauguration.
lawyers, financiers, politicians and
comprehensive, thorough, patient and offices in the building.
Information
135 miles from this city.
Blanca,
out.
she
was
second
rendered
is
This
men
the
republic,
service to the
of
given
prominence in the sporting
courageous."
obtained by the grand jury in Indiana
is known that taree rural guards, world.
It
mem
two
in
the
failure
among
days
such
as
few
men
people
in any genePresident Taft today also sent to polis and
NO MORE LIQUOR.
government investigators
of the local exchange both of including Captain Sllvario Orozco, a
In
are
bership
sheriff's
the
theory
panels
ration
congress his promised message on working in other o'ties led to the in
and
render;
yet she did, first
Chicago, Feb. 2. President Charles which are
generally attributed to tin cousin of General Pascual Orozco, composed of the city's most prominent of
Alaska and the public domain in genW. Murphy of the Chicago National
her full duty in the intimate
all,
quiry here, it is reported.
400
were
killed.
is
It
of
in
the
rise
reported
(sensational
nearly
price
men, whose intersest are so great
eral. In urging 4he construction of a
home relations that must ever taks
Pending the outcome of the investi- League club, following the suggestion
men were mobilizing in the vicinity that
they would he jeopardized by
government railroad, a commission gation, the federal grand jury which of Barney Dreyfuss of the Pittsburg
the town, declaring that they will the time
of
form of government and other needed should have been
required by ordinary Jury precedence of all other relations.
cut the water supply.
discharged a montb club, that a prohibition clause be
work.
By being placed on the sheriff's
legislation for the far away territory, ago, is held by a special order of
The attacking mob is reported to list they are exempted from ordinary
WOMAN ADMITS MURDER
Judge put in all ball players' contracts, said
President Taft declared there was George A.
Carpenter of the Unjted last night that he would like to see
TWO VE8SELS COLLIDE
Portland, Ore., Feb. 2. 01 Sen, the have been composed of discharged duty. New York City is the only
nothing in the history of the United States district court.
the big leaguers prevented from en- beautiful Chinese woman arrested at rural guards. A detachment of 100
New York, Feb. 2. A wireless dissheriff's
where
place
permanent
States which afforded such just reapanels
Secreary Edward N. Nockels of the gaging) in the saloon business. He Billings, Montana, charged with the rural guards is protecting the state are
patch received here today says that
son for criticism as the failure of the
permitted.
Chicago Federation of Labor, who oc- said that he proposes introducing a murder of Sedd Bing, a member of the palace.
Hamburg-Americathe
liner Allefederal government to extend the ben- cupied an office in the
building, denied rule at the next National League wealthy Seid family of this city, conNEW
HONDURAS
which left port yesterday for
PRESIDENT
gheny,
efit of its fostering care to Alaska.
today that valuable papers of that or- meeting which wflll prohibit ball play- fessed the crime to the police today,
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador, Managua, Port Au Prince, and other
Fighting at Penitentiary.
"I am not in favor of
government ganization or the 20 others in the of- ers from purchasing or holding inter- also sr'ving the name of an accomplice
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 2. Mexican Feb. 2. General Manuel Bonilla as- points, was in collision today with tha
fices which were near fcls were ge. ests in buffets or establishments of whose
British steamship Pomaron in latitude
sumed the presidency of Honduras
identity the police refused to
(rontinued on Page Eight)
stroyed.
a like nature.
disclose.
37.48 longitude 74
(Continued on Page Four)
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GROWS HAIR ON BALD HEADS
People May Get a New
Chance in Life.
In these days when youth is the
factor in business, when a
man makes his mark at thirty-fiv- e
and is ready to retire at forty-five- ,

Allister and Andrew J. Campbell. On
October 18, 1900, the four men were ECZEMA
CAME
found guilty of murder in the second
degree for the killing of the Boaaohle-moving- i
ter girl by the administration of
TEETHING
chloral and subsequent assault. The
crime was described at the time as
when business houses pension the one of the most revolting ever co
Watery Festers Dried in Scabs.
man call "middle aged'' rather than
in New Jersey.
The four
Would Dig and Scratch Her Face.
allow his lagging influence to intrude young men, who were out for a "gooi!
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointupon the commercial rush, a bald time" and considerably under the in
ment and Was Cured.
OFFERS ALLURING INDUCEMENT head is almost fatal to any man's fluence or liquor, picked up the young
must
The
as
were
therefore
about
mill
worker
following
hopes.
riding
they
" When
TO SECURE BATTLE FOR WELwas about eight
my little
prove interesting to people who are the outskirts of the city at night. The months old, she wasgirl
taken with a very
TERWEIGHT TITLE.
SATURDAY
EVENING. 7:30 Tfl 9:30
who
or
found
their
hair
which came on
bald.
are
was
irritating
the
next
breaking
out,
by
losing
girl
morning
haaU aim.1
h,.r
fcra . iht---"Kesorcin is one of the latest and the roadside and died from the shock
back. When sho first
At our 47th After Supper Sale, Saturday evening you'll find some exceptionally
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2. When most effective germ killers discovered of her mistreatment.
came down with it, it
came
in
e
little
anwatery-likbeAll four of the young men
Packey McEarland, of Chicago,
by science, and in connection with
strong values.
festers under her
nounced his intention of battling in Beta Napthal, which is both germi- longed to respectabl e families in
will
eves, and on her chin,
We believe the most of you will find one or more items in the following, which
then after a few days
the welterweight class in the future, cidal and antiseptic, a combination is Paterson and strenuous efforts were
it would dry down in
especially appeal to you.
be took on an immediate occupation, ormed which destroys the germis made to save them from severe run
scaly, white scabs. In
the daytime she was
for now Ray Bronson of Indianapolis Which rob the hair of its nutriment, ishment. The efforts, however, proved
ONLY
quite worrysome and
who also recently deserted the light- and also creates a clean and healthy jfiStile.
McAllister,
Campbell anl
would dig and scratch
fold
to
her
30
welteras
to
face
class
a
weight
condition of the scalp, which pre- Death were each sentenced
nearly all the
time.
weight, and who claims the world's vents the development of new germs. years' imprisonment at hard labor.
" I consulted our
title In that class, comes forth with
physician and found
agent foi Kerr, who was tried first and sepPilcarpin is a
in
she was suffering from
Made from a long staple cotton yam, in
Boy's fast color Cfiambary Waists,
a deft for the "Stockyards Boy" and restoring the hair to its natural color arately, was given only half of the
which he said
should-dereczema,
all Ecru or Ecru with colored bands all sizes blue only, collar attached,
offer to wager $1,000 that he can where the loss of color has been due term imposed upon his three ass:
came from her teeth- worth 75c each for our After Supper Sale,
make good the defense of his claim to a disease of the scalp. Yet it is ciates.
ing. I used the ointment he gave me
Sizes 6 to 16 years, worth 50c,
ana witnout any renei ao all. Then I
25c
each
to the top notch in the wefter divis- not a coloring matter or dye.
5c
wrote for a book on Cuticura, and pur-- .
During the years of their iucarceraspecial
ion. Bronson offers almost any kind
some utieurn
anaT tuinr
ouap
This combination of curatives tion many fruitless efforts have been i:uttru
T
.. .
mnr n. 1,
of a bout which McFarland would mixed with alcoholic as a stimulant
...c
airections in tne (juticura Booklet, and
choose, but prefers one in which the perfects a most effective remedy for men. The court ot pardons, although when she was one year old, she waa
A lot of assorted styles including Jabots, 10
yards of good, fast color, Percale in Red,
entirely cured. Now she is three years
question of supremacy could be de- hair and scalp troubles.
devoting much time to investigating and
Dutch Collars, Soft Roll Collars, Byron Cofour months, and she has never
Navv, Cadet, Gray or Black, 31 inches wide,
cided without doubt.
The famous Rexall "93" Hair Tonic the circumstances of the tragedy ha3 been troubled with eczema since she
llars, Stocks, Side Frills and Bows all desirwas cured by the Cuticura Soap and
worth
"Since both McFarland and myself is chiefly composed of Resorcin, Beta never looked with favor upon the pe- Cuticura
$1.00 for our After Supper Sale,
able merchandise, worth from 35c to 50c each
Ointment."
(Signed) Mrs.
?9c
have decided to quit the lightweight Napthol, and Pilocarpin. It helps to titions presented in behalf of the Freeman Craver, 311 Lewis
17c
St., Syraspecial
special
cuse, N. Y., May 6, 1911.
class and fight as welterweights in make the scalp healthy, to noursbi the prisoners.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
the future," says Bronson, "it seems hair, to stimulate the follicles. Where
It is understood that as soon as throughout
the world, but to those who
to be up to both of us to prove just the head is already bare, it enters the Kerr is released the applications of have
tried the usual remedies and found
them
and who have lost faith
wanting,
where the title belongs. For my part, follicles, revitalizes the roots, sup- his associates for pardons will be re in
a liberal sample of each,
Victor
I claim it. and am willing to meet plies nourishment, and stimulates a newed, and will be fortified with the witheverything,
32-book on the skin, will be sent
on application to Potter Drug
any of them at any time at 142 new growth.
argument that notwithstanding his rst-freCorp., Dept. 2 A, Boston, Mass.
I prefer McFarland at this
po
We want you to try a few bottles lighter sentence, Kerr was no less
Talking
time, because he seems to me to be of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, on our guilty of the assault and murder of
In the class of the Americans who personal guarantee that the trial will tne Bosschieter girl than were the
Machines
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP.
would hold the titie. I am willing to not cost you a penny if it does not three others who were with him on
Edinburg, Feb. 2. Much interest is
sign articles to meet him before the give you absolute satisfaction. That's the night she met her death.
1Q6Z
manifested in the
club offering the best proposition, and proof of our faith in this remedy and
race
for the world's championship between
to go any number of rounds he may it should undisputedly demonstrate
CASCARETS WORK
elect. In addition I want to post a that we know what we are talking
Kohehmainen and Helmar,
WHILE YOU SLEEP Longboat,
which is to be run tomorrow over COMMISSIONERS
side bet of $1,000 that I can beat. him. about when we say that Rexall "93'
Secundino Romero, sheriff's
PROCEEDINGS
Eugenio G. y Sanchez, salary as
the Powderhall course. The race is
"When McFarland and a met as Hair Tonic will grow hair on bald
No.
$10.50.
2,
district
road
Septemoverseer,
Calomel and Cathartic Pills are to be a 15
mile event, the winner to
lightweights at New Orleans in 1909 heads except, of course, wfhere bald- Salts,
Secundino Romero, sheriff'5 fees,
from Yesterday)
ber, 1911, $63.30.
(Continued
on
as
act
violent
bowels
they
1
we went 20 rounds to a draw, so
receive the stakes amounting to $125
ness has been of such long duration
$9.00.
Eugenio G. Sanchez, salary as road
pepper acts in nostrils.
a side and a gold medal emblematic
believe that it would take a bout that the roots of the hair are entire
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,.
Comes now Secundino Romero, overseer, district No. 2, September,
of at least 20 rounds to give satisfac- ly dead, the follicles closed and grown
of the world's championship:
$6.50.
sheriff, and submits to the board his 1911, $67.65.
Take a Cagcaret tonight and thor- tory results. I would not object to over, and t.h dpi ra rfn,eH
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
of liquor licenses
statement
monthly
of
the
as
R.
D.
fees
and
justice
clease
stomach
Murray,
even a longer route if necessary to
your liver,
WELL1 WELL! WELL!
Remember, we are basing our state- - oughly
$10.00.
30,
month
the
for
September
ending
peace, precinct No. 29, 1911, $6.75.
decide the title question. While tne nients upon what has already been bowels, and you will surely feel great Ejaculates the average person who
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
same was approved by the
1911,
Jose D. Sena , typewriter ribbons, $42.38.
welterweight class has been more or accomplished by the use of Rexall bv morning. You men and women who passing gazes Into the shop windows,
board.
less abandoned in the past I believe "93" Hair Tonic, and we have the have headache, coated tongue, can't Sablno Lujan always has an attractive
$18.
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,.
The report of the justice of the
that many of the present day light- right to assume that what it has done ' sleeP. are bi'ious, nervous and upset, display of jewelry, watches, cut glass,
Pura company, water rent, Oc- $64.25.
Agua
was
29
No.
for
precinct
weights would rather fight in that to hundreds of others it will do for bothered with a sick, gassy, disorder-you- . etc. There is always something about peace in and
1911, $25.
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,.
or- tober,
icla88 if they eould get plenty of
In any event you cannot lose ed stomach, or have backache and the place that causes people to stop received, read and approved and
Julian Dalton, constable's fees, $5.29. $29.50.
dered filed.
competition. If McFarland and my- anything by giving it a trial on out feel all worn out.
and Impels them to enter. The store
Optic Publishing Co., publishing
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,.
The bond of Nicolas Encinias, conself are matched it will mean that the liberal guarantee. Remember, you can
Are you keeping clean Inside with 8 a magnet for the discriminating
commissioners proceedings, $24.00.
county
stable precinct No. 34, was approved and
title claim will be established and the get 'Rexall Remedies in this com Cascarets or merely forcing a pass-stationery, $177.60.
purchaser. Sablno Lujan, jeweler
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
by the board and ordered filed.
welterweight class revived sufficiently munity only at our store The Rexall ageway every few days with salts,
Pub. Co., stationery for coun- $12.00.
street.
watchmaker.
Optic
optician,
Bridge
so that it would bring on a new crop Store. E. G, Murphey.
The clerk of this board is hereby
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
collector's office, $148.
Secundino Romero, boarding county
to give written notice to ty John H. York,
Instructed
of aspirants for the championship in
etc., $1.85.
A
CLEAN
postage,
important.
8TABLE
September 1911, $271.50.
prisoners,
MURDER CASE; RECALLED.
the class. If McFarland wants to acCascarets immediately cleanse and la an advertisement for livery service. the county chairmen of the republican
Matlas Portlllos, fees of justice of
Secundino Romtro, fuel and commit30th
on
the
and
democratic
2.
N.
Feb.
Within
the
I
to
parties
would
like
J.,
Trenton,
cept my proposition
the peace., $6.70.
regulate the stomach, remove the sour food horses and well kept rlgB are
ments, $69.00.
see the go arranged for late In Febru- next ten days the big gates of On lindlgeBteQ- - and ferment:ng food and what bring the business. The ability day of October, A. D., 1911, at 10 a.
The Mountain T. & T. Co., telephone
It is now ordered that the board da
meet in special
ary or early in March, and will sign state prison here will be opened foi foul gases; take the excess bile from to sfrve the public at any hour of the m, this board will
rent, $16.
now adjourn subject to the call of
of
session
for
the
of
one
purpose
apiiointing
the exit of George J. Kerr,
at any time."
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, the chairman.
the liver and carry off the decomposed day or night is an Item to be consid- election
judges for each precinct in $17.75.
Bronson may go to England a'c tne four Paterson men convicted waste matter and poison from the in- ered
the
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
service,
livery
San Miguel county, that said notices
the middle of February to meet Mm about 11 years ago in connection witi testines and bowels.
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, Attest:
kind that is demanded in every growChairman.
lie sent by the clerk at least ten days
Wells, providing) satisfactory terms the death of Jennie Bosschieter, the
$24.50.
a Cascaret tonight will ing city, Is best spelled in the name
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Remember,
D.
A.
counof
30th
before the
Ocober,
day
can be matte. Wells' manager offered mill girl, whose fate attracted
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
of the M. I Cooley livery, telephone
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 28, 1911.
you out by morning. A
1911.
the Hoosier boxer a proposition but trywide attention. With the commu- straighten
$13.
15.
a
Main
vnur druggist means
box
from
board of county commissioners
The
The following accounts against the
Bronson is after more than the Brit- tation allowed for good behavior
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, of San Miguel county met in special
for
cheerfulness
head
and
clear
were examined and approved $9.00.
ishers wanted to wager on the out- Kerr will complete his 15 year term
A piece of flannel dampened with county
Don't forget the children.
session at 4 p. m.
months.
board and ordered paid, and
the
come of the bout. The American one week from next Monday, on
on
by
bound
and
Chamberlain's Liniment
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees.
Roman Gallegos, chair
Present:
to the affected parts is superior to any warrants were issued in payment of $14.00.
cabled an offer with a larger side bet which date he will be set at liberty.
S.
John
14
man;
Clark, county commisIN
TO
DAYS
6
CURED
PILES
lame
with
men
When troubled
plaster.
same,
appended and It is probahle that the He will be the first of the four
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, sioner; Benigno Martinez, county
If back or pains 1n the side or chest
will
refund
Your
money
to
in
murder
the
druggist
concerned
on
bout.
M.
the
regain
A.
take
compen- $49.75.
Sanchez,
Englishman will
to
Lorenzo
commissioner;
Delgado,
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any give it a trial and you are certain
his freedom.
more than pleased with the prompt sation of assessor $2.12.
be
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees. clerto of the board, and the interThe young men convicted with Kerr case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or relief which it affords. Sold by all
iM. P. Des Marais, salary as county
$76.98.
!WW
preter.
Read 'rne Optic.
wer(. William A. Death. Walter Mo- - Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days.
druggists.
school superintendent, third quarter,
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
The minutes of the previous s tsion
1911, $375.
$5.75.
were read, approved and sign ;d In
Pablo Vigil, fees as justice of the
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, open session.
peace, $30.
$21.50.
In the matter of the general elecC. W. G. Ward, salary as district atSecundino Romero, sheriff's fees, tion for A. D. 1911.
torney, third quarter, 1911, $200.
$20.50.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Donaclano Otero, fees as interpretSecundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
In accordance with the statute in
er, justice of the peace court, $10.
$12.00.
such cases made and provided,
e,
El Independiente
Publishing Co.,
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees, the undersigned county commissionstationery, county offices, $22.
$7.50.
ers within and for the county of San
El Independiente
Publishing Co.,
Secundino Romero, sheriff's fees,
publications and stationery, $19.20.
$17.25.
(Continued on Page Six)
In
Lorenzo Delgado, Interpreter
probate court, third quarter, 1911,
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NO TELEPHONE

Women's 75c Sweaters 25c
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Boys 50c Waists 25c
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Women's 50c Neckwear 17c

1

10 Yards Percale 79c
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Refugio Esqujibel. salary as county
jailer, September, 1911, $40.
Juan Ortega., merchandise for county jail, $3.50.
Lorenzo Delgado, salary as probate
clerk, etc., third quarter, $346.50.
J. H. Martinez, to repairing Los
Valles hill, precinct No. ,43, $50.
Henry Sena, salary as county jailer
September. 1911, $50.
J. M. Martinez, salary as road overseer, for August, 1911, $66.50.
J. M. Martinez, salary as road over
seer for September, 1911, $86.75.
Roman Gallegos, salary as county
commissioner, mileage, third quarter,
1911,

$223.75.

Cruz Segura salary as court house
janitor, September, 1911, $35.
John S. Clark, material for culvert,
$88.

John S. Clark, freight paid on cul- bert, $13.13.
Benigno Martinez, salary as county
commissioner, third quarter, 1911, $200
John S. Clark, salary as county
commissioner, third quarter, 1911,
$200.

Scone from "Three Twins" Duncan Opera House,

seats for "Three
Twins" which will appear at the Dun- can opera house next Wednesday
evening, was begun last night. The
boards in the stores of E. .0. Mur- The reservation

of

phey and O. G. Schaefer showed that
many tickets had been sold when in
spected this morning. It Is thought
the production will play to an im
mense audience. "Three Twins" is

Wednesday, February

7.

the greatest musical comedy that has
been produced in recent years. It was
first produced in Chicago and after
a run of five months at the Whitney
was taken to the Herald Square
New York, where it ran ten
The-r.'.c:-

',

Manuel Martinez, salary as probate
judge, third quarter, 1911, $150.
Juan G. Gonzales, salary as road
months. It is not often that New
York takes kindly to an attraction overseer, first district, August,
1911,
that has had its birth in Chicago $65.10.
Juan G. y Gonzales, salary as road
but "The Three Twrns" was received
with open arms, which stamps it as overseer, first district, September,
a high class attraction.
1911, $60.
v

Want
fiabit

M.

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
test opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will
surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The

Op4ric.

Pbone main 2
aeeeeea
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soon
dently believed the mystery
The remain:- of the
cleared up
murdered man were interred rn the
Znni mountain private burying mound
after inspection by the mounted poCollier expressed himlice officer.
self as satisfied that the man had
met with foul play.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena arrested Florencio Aragon at Pena
lilanca, Sandoval county, on the
(
barge of stealing three head of cattle from Bacharach brotliers. Ara- son was lodged in jail in l.;is Vegas.
McManus Arrives Tonight.
It is reported that J. H. McManus
will arrive in Santa Fe tonight to
receive hiB commission as superintendent of the state penitentiary from
His re
Coventor W. C. McDonald.
nation as city clerk of Albuquerque was accepted by the city council
of that city Tuesday evening. Mr. Mc
Manus has held the position kjMi
vacated since Aprir 1908, and has
been a resident of Albuquerque fof
many years.
Delegates to Prohibition Convention.
New Mexico has been given four
delegates to the National Prohibition
convention which will meet at Atlantic City on .Inly 10, 1912, to nominate
a candidate for president.
Call for Certificates.
State Treasurer O. N. .iarron has
iued a call for certificates of in
s
debtedness to be rendered, the
bers to be redeemed having been
chosen by lot and being C2, 26, 45, 3,
will
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THE ONLY REMEDY

is

THRU

1,694,
132.

an Increase over last

ye;u-o-

The lockout in the British cottor
trade la the result of application ot
the employes for a 5 per cent advance in wages.
S. S. S. is the one and only reliable and certain cure for
The workers afContagious
Blood Poison. This claim is not based on the treatment of a few cases of fected by the lockout include 130,000
the disease, here and there, but its success extends over a period of more women.
than forty years, during which time thousands upon thousands have found a
A novel strike has
in
taken
cure by the use of this great vegetable remedy. S. S. S. is first of all, an abso- Switzerland where five of place
the
genlutely perfect blood purifier, able to go down into the blood and remove every erals in rhe Swiss
army have struck
particle of the virus of Contagious Blood Poison. It cleanses and purifies the because
they do not regard their anINVESTIGATING TWO MURDERS
circulation, and in this way removes the cause of the trouble. Then nature, nua
remuneration of $700 sufficient
assisted by a rich, healthy blood supply, quickly renovates and renews the
IN VALENCIA COUNTY AND
the symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, skin eruptions, wages.
while
system,
ONE IN MORA.
The Miners' Federation of England
discolored splotches, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc., disappear, leaving
the body entirely free from the effects of this insidious poison. When S. S. S. has decided to take a vote on the
has thoroughly cleansed and purified the circulation there is no danger of question of national stoppage of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 2. Captain
Fred Fornoff of the mounted police,
any future outbreak the blood is pure and the cause of the disease entirely work in the mines in February,
removed. Home Treatment Book containing many valuable and helpful based upon the
yesterday received a telegram from
question of a mini
suggestions for those who are curing themselves with S. S. S., and any medical mum wage scale.
Roy, Mora county, asking him to send
advice
desired sent free to all who write.
The Union Hall association, a
a mounted .policeman to investigate
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA, GA.
a murder. The body of a dead man.
company for labor unions, has
who undoubtedly had been murdered
bought a building lot in Racine, Wis.,
In the business center of the
was found near the railroad tracks
on March 4 at Santa Fe. The jury
city and
intends to erect there a $25,000 labor
commissioners will be appointed on
at Roy.
LABOR WORLD NOTES
temple.
February 5.
Mounted Police Office.
The long cherished dream of the
Patents issued.
Fred Fornoff, captain of the mount-eAustralian
of
Unlteu
The
the
labor party, the creation
government
police, arrested Charles Burras for
of an Australian state bank, compet
States yesterday issued patents for
carrying brass knucks Tuesday In
The Arlfcona State Federation of
homesteads to Gewge V. Morrison
ing with private banks and providing
Estancia and Robert Burrus for inl.ubor was organtzea at a recent conC
160
the labor government with a powerful
Emil
acres
neaf
and
Stanley,
A
arrest
the
with
hearing
terfering
vention in Phonenix.
financial arm, is about to lie realized.
Masse, 160 acres near Hyer, both
will be had before Judge E. R. .Mel-ler- ,
The first local union of printers in
southern Santa Fe county. The patResolutions favoring the construc
of the district court, at Kstancia
ents were filed witli tne clerk of the the United States was organized in tion of a national labor temple at
soon.
the year 1831.
county, M. A. Ortiz.
Washington, D. C, and the removal
Reports continue to come into the
The eight-hou- r
day is enjoyed by of international
of
Real Estate Transfer.
office of the mounted police telling or
headquarters
The Santa Fe Water and Light all the men in the building trades in every trade and labor organization in
the activity of A. J. Thomas who
Maine.
the united Slates to that place were
to be a collectot of the Retail
company yesterday recorded a deed Portland.
A new and promising union of jew- adopted by the Washington State
for 160 acres of land located neat the
He collect- Merchants' association.
Ir wMch was purchased from elry workers was recently formed at Federation of Iabor.
el $3 from the merchants of Moriarty
x4, 79, 44, 52, 31, 25. 69. 23. 80 reserve
on December 28. Information on file and 12.
Amanda H. Uoardman of San An- a meeting in Provicwnce, R. I.
in the office shows that Thomas is
Ottawa, Canada, civil servants in- SURELY BREAK8 THE
tonio. Texas. The consideration was
Notaries Public Appointed,
to petition the government for
tend
nominal.
not connected with the association.
MOST SEVERE COLD
The following wete appointed
a
Filed.
Suit
superannuation scheme.
following the investi- tarieg public by Governor W. C.
A
store has been es- Also Ends all Misery From the
of the killing of Suria Chavez, j Donald .lessie F. Mitchell, Columbus,
A suit to collect wageo for services
Grippe
,
17 years old, at Cubero, will probably Luna
in Just a Few Hours
rendered In the sum of $125 was filet! tablished by the union men of
county: Chance .1. Walter.
Iowa, and promises to be a
the arrest of a near relative of ter, Chaves county; P. D. Montoya, in the district court yesterday by
the dead girl according to Captain ag palomas, Sierra county; Bruno Francisco Delgado against Jesus N. success.
The most
severe cold will be
The Amalgamated Association of
Fornoff. A woman who the police Diekman.
Bernalillo Sandoval. Both parties to the suit
Albuquerque.
all
and
broken,
grippe misery ended
Tin
and
Steel
Workers
of
North
Iron,
think is implicated, is now In jail, county; Mmry 14. u&f, Tinnie,
are residents of the county.
America is to convene in Chicago on after taking a dose of Pape's Cold
death of the girl was caused by coin county,
Compound
every two hours until
May 7. '
a wound inflicted by a .22 caliber
Treasurer's Receipts,
Dallas, Texas, is soon to have a three consecutive doses are taken.
rifle which was found under the body.
FOOTBALL RULES MEETING.
Tne following sums of money were
You will distinctly feel all the disNew York, Feb. 2. The members Labor Temple, which is intended to
Jealousy is said to have been the mo-- j received in the office of the state
all
52
of
the
agreeable
house
symptoms leaving after the
labor
tive for the crime.
organizations
N.
Football
of
Rules
O.
the Intercollegiate
treasurer.
Marron,
yesterday:
very first dose.
Police Cleofes Romero,
of committee rounded up at the Holland of that city.
Sergeant of the Mounted
superintendent
The most miserable headache, dullThe National Print Cutters' assoJohn W. Collier has arrived on the the state penitentiary, on account of House this morning for a two days'
scene of the mysterious killing of Pe- convicts' earnings, $628.80; Thoma meeting. Yale, Harvard, Princeton. ciation of America will hold its an- ness, head and nose stuffed up,
dro Sanchez, at Cold Springs. Valen- K. D. Maddison, clerk of the Second Pennsylvania,
sneezing, running of the nose
West Point, Dart- nual convention at Philadelphia, Pa.,
sore throat, mucous catarrhal discia county, whose dead tody with a judicial district, on account of salary mouth, Cornell, Chicago, Minnesota, beginning with April 27.
The city government of Fitchburg, charges, (soreness, stifTness, rheumabullet hole in the head and finger fund, $97.0."; Thomas P. Gable, cn ac V'anderbllt, Annapolis and other leadmarks on the throat was found some count of game protection fund, $90.50 ing institutions were represented. As Mass., requires that only paper bear. tism pains and other distress
days rzo in an arroyo. Collier it is
there appears to be little opposition ing the paper makers' label shall lie
Subpoenas rssuerl.
said has a clue upon which he is work-ins- ,
Alexander Read, district attorney to the present game among the mem-tier- used by the city officers.
Pape's Cold Compound is the result
several suspects are under sur- for the First judicial distrct, har
The total number of organizers at of three year's research at a C03t of
of the committee no radical
veillance and sensational arrests are sent out subpoenas for witnesses for changes are expected to be made in present holding! commissions issuo.i more than fifty thousand dollars, and
hv the American Federation of Labor contains no quinine, which we have
predicted in a few days. It is confi- - the term of district court convening the rules this year.
conclusively demonstrated is not effective in tine treatment of colds or
grippe.
,
Take this harmless Compound as
directed, with the knowledge that
there is no other medicine made any
where else in the world, which ari'l
cure your cold or end grippe misery
as promptly and without any other
s
assistance or bad
as f
"om
Cold
of
Pape's
package
mu
;
js
in the
pound, whJch any druggist
world can supply.
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FOR BLOOD POISON

nnm-claim-

When you purchase call
ing cards you naturally
desire the most modish

and correct. Your cards

:

Oska-loosa-

Dex-caus- e

are, in fact, an indicat
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Famed for it's Cooks and

Cottol
To mention the South is to suggest "good cooking." The South
is the h )me of Cottolene, and more
of the product is used there in proportion to the population than in
any other part of the country. This
is simply because Southerners know
that cotton oil is a pure, vegetable
product, and the best cooking fat
known. Cottolene is made from
choice, refined cotton oil, and packed

in sealed, air-tig-

ht

r

tin pails to insure

its cleanliness and freshness.

Why take chances with lard and
inferior imitations when you can
get Cottolene the original cotton
oil cooking fat and still the
best,
most healthful, most economical in
the market?
Cottolene will aid your cook to

make a reputation.

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South"

N3y-

s

'TIS GROUND HOG DAY.
Washington, Feb. 2. This is Candlemas day; and
On Candlemas day, if the sun appear,
There'll be two winters in the year.
Candlemas day, in popular parlance
is nothing more nor less than "ground
hog day;'' "ground hog day" from the
ranges of Hudson Bay to the pines
of Carolina and from New England
to California. According to the popular fable if Bre'er Arctemys Monax,
the ground hog, creeps out of his hole
between sunrise and high noon this
day and sees its shadow outlined by
the sunshine,
the little animal
promptly scampers back into its aperture and there remains for six weeks.
But if he falls to see his shadow,
there will be an early spring.
There is some dispute as to the origin of Candlemas day, but most authorities are agreed that this eccle
siastical festival was instituted by
Pope Gelasius in the year of 492 in
commemoration of the presentation
of Christ in the temple and of the
purification of the Virgin Mary. February denotes purification and in this
month the Bomans performed the
ceremony of purification of the people. When the church changed this
feast of Prosperine, as it was called
by the Romans, it retained the procession feature and associated the
occasion with the purification of the
Virgin.
The festival is celebrated throughout the Christian world annually on

its name
the Roman
Catholic churches candles are blessed
on this day and carried in procession
in commemoration of the words of
Simeon spoken of the infant Christ,
"A Light to Lighten the Gentiles."
February

from

2,

and derives

the fact that

HANDSOME

In

DECORATIONS

There ij no prettier decoration for
a room than leather pillows and the
many other handsome and conven'eni
articles that are manufactured fi
leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has a
beautiful assortment which
she Is
selling at remarkably cheap prices.
Miss Thompson also has Valentines
and souvenir postcards of all

ion of your standing.

The Optic has the new
est and most exact styles.
If you select any of them

you can do so with the

assurance that your
cards will be just right.
We can provide engraved cards or printed ones

that lookf just as nice as
engravings.

TIE
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tiea upon such notice and date as they
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convention to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
votes or more, cast for the republican
voes or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county In addition upon which
basis the representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall be as fol- -
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NEW REBELLION
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(Continued Prom Page One)

EDITOR

Lorente hi El Paso admits
that there is Hunting in Chihuahua.
He says part of the garrison Is in
rebellion and that the loyal troops
Entered at the Postoffice at East are attempting to subdue the mutiLas Vegas. New Mexico, (or transmis- neers. Consul Lirente's advice is from
sion through the United States Mails Acting Governor Gonzales, from Chihuahua.
Pricate advices reaching
u secouu class matter.
here at noon state'that there Is fighting around the penitentiary in ChiTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
huahua.
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
The mutinous garrison in Juarez
.05
t
Per Copy
15 has been assembled on the sand noils
One Week
65 south of the city., in anticipation ol
One Mruth
7.50 the approach of troops from Chthua
One Year
hua. A special train was made up in
DAILY BY MAIL:
16.00 the Juarez yards at 1 o'clock and a
One Year
3.00 body of men taken aboard and startSix Months
ed south m scouts, to intercept an;
troops that may be coming from Cht
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER.
One Ylar
Blx Months

$2.00
.

100

(Cash in Advance (or Mail Subscrip
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible (or loss.
Specimen copies (ree on api llcatlon.

OPTIC, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

Consul

lows:
Bernalillo
Chavez
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

Gram

Guadalupe
Lincoln
huab.ua.
The mutineers have received pri- Luna
vate advices' from Chihuahua of the McKlnley
Mora
mutiny there, of a part of the garriOtero
son and are jubilan.
Quay
Rio Arriba
Americans.
to
Protect
Colquitt
Roosevelt
mesAustin, Texas, Feb. 2. In a
Sandoval
to
sent
President
Taft
today,
sage
Governor Colquitt raised the presi- San Juan
dent that if necessary he will use San Miguel

2, 1912.

8T. LOUIS METALS.

TODAY'S MARKETS

4.154.17;

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 2. Speculation on
the stock market settled down to a

1.

drastic measures to protect citizens Santa Fe
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
EI Paso from a recurrence of con- Sierra
of
, THE EXPIRATION
OP TIME
that prevailed on the Ameri- Socorro
ditions
PAID FOR.
can side in the battle of Juarez. He Taos
to notify the Mex Torrance
Advertisers are guaranteed the asks the president
14
ican government not to fire across th Union
19
largest dally and weekly circulation
Valencia
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
of any newspaper in Northwestern border.
Feb. 2. Wheat made an
Chicago,
Col"My advices," Bays Governor
New Mexico.
305 expected upturn
Total
jump today of as
in
his
to
the
message
president,
quitt
All notices of contest shall be sub- much as 1
cents a bushel. Unserious
at
"indicate
disturbances
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2. 1912.
In writing, setting forth the usually light world shipments had led
Juarez, opposite El Paso. I have dis- mitted
of contest, which must be to urgent demand at Liverpool, Paris
grounds
banded the extra ranger force as per
filed
the secretary of the state and other Euroean centers and had
with
I
ask that you give
your suggestion.
at least three days frightened shorts in Chicago. Be
committee
central
directions to the war department to
before
of the state con- sides, the receipts northwest of here
the
meeting
protect the citizens of Texas from the
vention.
were under last year's
figures.
firing of Mexican bandits across the
All county conventions must be held Strength In coarse grain was also a
border.
"I ask that you give notice to the not later than the 4th day of March, bull factor. Opening figures were y2
to 1
higher. May started at
mutineers and Mexican government 1912.
VENCESLAO .TARAMILLO,
lUti to
a rise of
cents
that they must not shoot into El Paso
Chairman.
to 1(S
and held firmlv around
as they did at the last Dattle of
HERBERT W. CLARK,
103.
Juarez.
In corn the chief influence was the
Secretary.
"If
I
will
take
drastic
necessary
SOME TOBACCO FIGURES
advance by wheat. Offerings were
big
steps to prevent this recurrence.
light. May opened
cents to
Please
advise
me."
Those who may become alarmed
cents up at 68
to 69
and
W. S. Clayton, president of the El
ver the increasing number of cigarBODY OF MURDERED steadied at 69.
Paso chamber of commerce, has tele
t lee
smoked in the United States
Oats followed the ascent of other
graphed IGovernor (Colcfliitty askjngi
very year may be interested in the
to
grain. May started
cents
and describing condi
(or
protection
MAN DISCOVERED higher at 52 to 53 cents, touched
lanoiful statistics evolved by a writ
tions there as serious.
tcr in the Rochester Democrat and
52
and rose to 55.
Chronicle. Taking the cold figures
Provisions were strong in sympathy
Gomez Is in San Antonio.
WARD IS with
ATTORNEY
iven out by the government, this
to
grain. First sales were 2
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 2. Decla- DISTRICT
writer shows tho; if the nearly 10,000, rations of
MAKING INVESTIGATION OF
cents up with May $16.20 to
the American secret serVIGIL'S DEATH.
000,000 cigarettes made in this coun
$16.22
for pork; $9. ,12
for lard
vice at El Paso that Emilio Vasquez
try laBt year were placed end to end Gomez had reached there and
and
for ribs.
$8.52
was
Details of the investigation of the
they would rear! around the globe 19
Closing sales for the day were:
to cross to Juarez to place
of Lucas Vigil from his . Wheat, May
times. In 1911 there were manufac preparing
disappearance
July 97.
himself at the head of the mutinous
more cigarettes
tured 1,184,000,000
home in Roy, Mora county, which re.
Corn, May 69: July 68
were denied here this after
troops
than In the preceding year, an in noon.
sulted yesterday in the finding of the
Oats, May 52; July 48.
It is asserted that Gomez recrease of 13.6 per cenl. But there was
man's body, pierced by a bullet, lying
Pork, May $16.27.
mains in San Antonro.
a greater increase in the number of
in the bottom of a well, were received
Lard, May $9.3740.
little cigars made, the increase being
this morning over the telephone by
Ribs, .May, $8.7080.
Gomez will Accept
District Attorney Charles W. G.
160,000,000 (only round numbers are
"If
there
a
successful revolution Ward.
used In '
Vigil
disappeared several
cases), or 15.2 per cent. in northern (is
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Mexico and I am called to
The
It is even more interesting to note the
ago.
Roy authorities noti
days
I will accept,"
Kansas
said
presidency,
City, Feb. 2. Cattle, reto
fied Mr. Ward who instructed them
that while there were 9,828,000,000 cig- Kmilio
Vasquez Gomez, who has been
ceipts 1,000, includjng 300 southerns.
a
on
in
arettes made, there were 7,270,000,000
rlgjia investigation,
carry
procailmed the choice of the Juarez accordance with Mr. Ward's orders Market strong. Native steers $5.50
large cigars manufactured, or, in round mutineers for
8.25; southern steers $56.50;
here
president,
today.
of the peace of the pre
numbers, four cigars to five cigarettes
"I understand the revolutionists en the justice
southern cows and heifers $36; naseveral people
cinct
while adding the large and small cig- dorse
tive cows and heifers $2.906.50;
the plan of Tacubaya, which de whom subpoenaed
ars It is shown that there were eight clared
he had cause to believe could
for me as president of Mexico,
stockers and feeders $46.60; bulls
throw some light upon the case. It
cigars of all kinds smoked to nine I will not lead an armed
; I am a
force
calves $47.25;
west$3.755.50;
in
this hearing that
was developed
the man of
cigarettes, and to complicate
ern steers $57.25; western cows $3
Ideals and not a man of arms,"
situation still further it is proved that said
Vigil had engaged in an altercation
5.
Gomez, "but I will accept th
with a man named Florez recently
the consumption of smoking tobacco
if it is offered me."
presidency
Hogs, reecipta 7,000. Market steady
and that Vigil had been heard to refell off 54,000,000 pounds, or 16.1 per
5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.90
Senor Gomez denied that he had
to
cent Instead, therefore, of the de- incited
mark that if any harm should come to
rebellion
in Mexico o1
any
6.30;
heavy $6.256.32; packers
crease in the smoking tobacco conhim Florez would be responsible for
would participate in an uprising.
hv th iustlce and butchers $6.056.30; lights $5.70
it it ma
1.,.
sumption beta" reflected in a very
15; pigs 4.505.25.
of the peace that Florez had been
greatly increased consumption of cig2,000.
Market
receipts
arettes, it would appear that those Call for Republican Convention for heard to remark that igil had better Sheep, Muttons
strong.
lambs
$3.254.60;
the
of
diNew
State
The
him.
for
Mexico
look
out
who forsook their pipes at least
testimony
taken before the justice has been sent $5.256.65; fed wethers and yearvided their patronage between the ciglings $3.50tfr5.5O; fed ewes $2.75
"Pursuant to the requirements of to Mr. Ward.
arettes and little cigars, with a de4.
The district attorney has ordered
cided prefernce for the cigars rather the call made by the republican na
tional
on
and
asked
committee
that
Decern, bei 12, a further inquest held
than the cigarettes.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Roy physician remove the bullet.
Tho same fanciful statistician re 1911, for a republican national conFeb. 2. Cattle, receipts
Chicago,
to
ferred to showc that the large cigars vention to be held in the city of Chi from the body as this may be used
22,000. Market slow. Beeves $4.80iR
Po12
in
Mounted
the
murdered.
state
of
the
at
cago
if
Illinois,
made last year,
identify
placed end to end,
8.50; Texas steers $4.605.80; westwould girdle the globe 18 times, to 19 o'clock non on Tkiesday, June 18 liceman Street of Tewumcari has been
ern strs $4.807.15; stockers
and
McDonald
to
1912,
of
for
sent
Governor
the
Roy
purpose
nominating
by
times for the cigarettes, while the
cows
feeders
heifers
and
$3.856;
addition of the small cigars would candidates for president and vice- to investigate the murder, for such
more than parallel the "tracks" of the president to be voted for at the presi- it is believed to be. It is said that $2.206.75; calves $S8.50.
24,000.
Market slow
"coffin nails." There Is nothing par dential election on Tuesday, Novem the man Florez ana Vigil had main 5 Hogs; receipts
cents
hjigher.
Lights
$5.656.20;
woman
a
and
the
transaction
1912,
for
relations
named
5,
with
tained
ticularly creditable to anybody in this ber,
mixed $5.856.32; heavy $5.95(3)1
recome
of
as
two
business
such
that
other
and
Garcia
the
a
may
as
quarreled
which
whole,
showing
proves
.
.
1
r
.' ot? .
1,..
that, no matter how harmless indul before, it the republican central com- garding a child. The body of Vigil 5.30; bulk of sales
$6.106.30.
gence in the weed may be under pro- mittee of the state of New Mexico as- was found a considerable distance
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea
per conditions, entirely too much sembled at Santa Fe on this 25th day from the Garcia woman's house. Susto strong.
Native $3.154.65;
money Is going up in smoke. Est! of January, 1912, 'hereby calls for the picion points strongry toward Florez dy
western
e
yearlings $4.70
re$3.504.70;
and it is likely he may-barrested,
mat'ng the total iouulation at 90,000,- - holding of a convention of the
native
lambs,
5.50;
$4.406.75;
New
state
of
of
the
to
district
the
woman
party
in
publican
attorney.
000, every man,
and child
according
the country smoked last year (or Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa Mr. Ward expects to sift the matter western $4.606.75.
somebody for them) 80 big cigars, 13 Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock thoroughly and hopes to bring the
8T. LOUIS WOOL.
small cigars, 109 cigarettes and four on Friday, the eighth day of March, guilty person or persons to
Feb. 2. Wool, steady.
St.
Louis,
selectof
1912
A.
for
the
of
purpose
D.,
More
smoking tobacco.
pounds
western mediums 16
and
eTrritory
than mere money is being "burned up" ing eight delegates and eight alter
mediums
fine
18;
1517; fine 1015.
THE
USES
OF
STEAM
the
to
parnates
represent
republican
at such a rate as that.
e state of New Mexico in the
o
Among the uses of steam that are
ty
NEW YORK MONEY
said national convention called to be proving of greatest benefit to man
BRYAN'S DOUBLE DEAD
New York. Feb, 2. Call money 1
Manchester, Conn., Feb. 2. Frank hied at Chicago on the 18th day of kind is its utilization as a sterilizer.
Mexican
2; prime paper
Where steam is directed no germs can
Abbey, William 3. Bryan's double," is June, 1912.
The republican central committees live. The Idea! Sanitary dairy uses dolars 47 cents.
dead at his home here, aged 58 years.
Mr. Abbey was frequently mistaken of the various counties of the state steam to sterilize all its utensils, ren
NEW YORK METAL
are by this committee requested and dering them absolutely free from con
for Mr. Bryan and on occasions
Feb. 2. Sliver 58;
New
York,
holdIdeal
When
tamination.
you purchase
carrying out the error to his directed to issue a call for the
own amusement and that of friends ing of a county convention of the re- milk you know you are getting pure Copper 13.7080; Tin 42.7543.25;
Lead 4.204.30.
who knew what was going on.
publican party in the respective coun- milk.
LL

steady
spelter firm 6.3506.45.
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NEW

more sober pace this morning, after
a few days of unusual activity. The
vigorous rise which was In progress
when the market closed yesterday was
continued for a time but the demand
soon fell o(( and trading became dull
on a lower level. Reading again puzzled
traders
by its unexplained
strength, wti'oh led to heavy covering
of short lines put out recently in
the belief that the rise in this stoc'i
had gone too far. Business contract19 ed considerably in the second hour
7 but there was a steady improvement
17 in values. United States Steel and
4 Reading rallied a point from the low
Some
14 figures and Union Pacific
5 issues, including Iehigh Valley, New
11 York Central and American Smelting
BondR
11 showed a lagging tendency.
8 were steady.
The market closed steady. Profits
4
6 were taken late in the day and the
16 market declined. Lasi sales were as
6 follows:
61
t Amalgamated Copper
119
20 American Beet Sugar
104
4 AtchJson
128
8 Great Northern
110
5 New York Central
II614
30 Northern Pacific
:
157
18 Reading
.107
6 Southern Pacific
162
22 Union Pacific
60
14 United States Steel
109
10 United States Steel, pfd

57

104;

j

P

r.cRMAN-MlLLE-

St Louis, Feb.

An Around

ress flour

to
th
everv Baking Problem.
It's Virw-Whit- er
Umforrrv
ard MoreLARABEES
Made by
PROCESS.

CHOUSE
A clothes tree on which to hang unfinished garments is a great convenience in a sewing room.
Do you know that by turning a cauliflower head downward it cooks more
quickly and improves in flavor?
A favorite dish at 'a certain tea
room consists of pate shells filled with
a mixture of chicken livers and mushrooms in a cream sauce.

1

Famous

t

GERMAN

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.
A

When powdered sugar gets hard run
it through the food chopper. This la
an easier way of breaking up the
lumps than using a rolling pin.
To thicken gravies (or pot roasts or
stews put a piece of brown bread in
with the meat. When you go to make
the gravy rub it up for the thicken--

Co.

Goss. Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

1

ing.

Clotheslines may be washed by winding them on a long board, then scrubbing them with a brush. This prevents them from tangling and makes
them easy to wind once they are dry.
TO MAKE MARSHMALL0W

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

LOAF

Served In Slices With Whipped Cream,
It Makes a Most Delicious Light

Dessert.

Beat the whites of four eggs until
Into them stir a tablespoonful
of gelatin dissolved in one-hal-f
cupful
f
of hot water. Add
cupful ol
cold water and one cupful of granulated sugar. Beat well and divide into
three equal parts. Flavor each part differently (or with the same flavoring 11
preferred) and color one part with
melted chocolate, one with beaten
yolks of two eggs (or leave it white)
and one with pink coloring. Let it
stand until you are sure the colors
will not run into each other, beating it now nad then. Dust a breadpan
with powdered sugar, put in the chocolate part and sprinkle with chopped
English walnuts, add the white pari
and more nuts; lastly, the pink. After
standing for a few hours the brick
will turn out like ice cream.
Serve
with whipped cream. Delineator.
stiff.

one-hal-

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop

Phone Main 344.

Meat Hash.

Wm. Whalen, Prop,

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Just plain, plebeian hash. Few can
make it good. Chop meat with a fourth
its quantity of fat corned beef is

FED.

7TH

The Season's Solid Success

best; put in frying pan and fry slowly while you chop equal amount of potatoes.
Then add to meat. Salt 11
necessary, pepper a little and stir well
until the whole has really fried a
little. Then add a little boiling water;
stir all well, and make It into a nice

Ten Months at
Herald Square Theatre
New York

Five Months at
Whitney Opera House
Chicago

Hat cake, straight on one side. Set
on moderately hot part of stove tc
crust one side. ' Turn out carefully, so
as not to break it, with crust side up
Two beets added when potato is put
in make an improvement.

1

JOS. A. GAITES
MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION

THREE

Tomato Catsup.
Boll half a bushel of tomatoes until soft, force them through a fine
sieve and put a quart of white wine
vinegar, one pint of salt, two ounces
of cloves, two of allspice, one-haounce of cayenne pepper, one tablespoon black pepper, two heads of garlic skinned and chopped fine. Mix to
gether and boil (our hours.

I

WINS

ll

Introducing the Brilliant

Comedian

GEORGE EBNER
(Late Star

SUPPORTED BY

(Permission

Merry Widow) MISS GERTRUDE HUTCHISON
Henry W. Savage)
The Greatest Musical Comedy Success America Has Ever Known
IT IS DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHERS

Crystal Icing.
All one teaspoonful vanilla to two
teaspoons boiling water, stir in one
cup confectioner's sugar and use ae
soon as it will spread. This icing is
quickly made and has a sparkling appearance. A little coarse sugar dusted over gives it brilliancy.

MORE

SONG HITS
LAUGHS

PRETTY GIRLS

Book by Charles Dixon

Music by Karl Hoschna
Lyrics by 0. A. Hauerbach

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

1

Shoes
Suits

1

Dresses

Dry Goods
Stetson Hats

Stockings
Sweaters
Manahattan Shirts
Skirts
Underwear
Gloves

EVERYTHING OF QUALITY

Florsheim and Stetson Shoes For Men
'THE

STORE

OF QUALITY"

34;

E.LASVEGAS

n.m:

1
DAILY

LAS VECJAS

Attortey
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel sate
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Main

CO.

i

New White

Lingerie
Waists with Low and
Persian
Neck,
High
Lawn and Batiste from

1

$1.00 to $4.00
ALSO
New Midy Blouses from

$1.00 to $1.75
THE

AT

HOFFMAN

STORE

Of

RATES FOR TRAVELERS
Have you a trip in your mind
Then read the eood news, it is our
intention to close out our mie oi bin
We have reduced
cases and trunks.
the prices on same that the redu
tion will move them fast. Be sure
and see our display windows. Note
the low cash prices. The r. 10 and
i
Cent Store.
SPECIAL

SPECIALS

7

Mound yesterday afternoon on a
short business trip.
Mrs. M. I. Cooley and daughter. MIbs
Bessie, returned this afternoon from
a short trip to EI Paso.
Mrs. Baker Scott left this afternoon
for her ranch near Levy, where she
will spend several months.
Lino Romero, who uas been in Dei
ver the greater part of this winter, returned to Las Vegas yesterday afternoon.
Carl ByrneB, general storekeeper of
the Caateueda hotel, left yesterday
afternoon on train No. 1 for a month's
trip to the Pacific coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spiess and Mr.
and Mrs. Bird S. Coles of New York,
returned yesterday afternoon on late
train No. 10 from a visit of several
days to Santa Fe.
Mrs. Fred Earle left yesterday a'
ernoon for Trinidad where she wiV
join her hnhhand, who is employed
there as an electrician. Mr. Earle was
formerly in the employ of Charle;
O'Malley, tne electrical man.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rex ana daughter left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque where they will reside permanently. Mr. Rex was a bookkeeper
in the employ of the Las Vegas office
of Gross Kelly & Company, and has
lieen transferred to the uuke City offices of the firm, where he will hold a
similar positQin. Mr. Rex was suc
ceeded as bookkeeper here by Harry
llnskelf, 'formerly Santa Fe ticket
agent, who entered upon his new duties yesterday.
S. L. Barker drove in yesterday
from his ranch near Beulah. Mr.
Barker brought in a small load of
beets and other garden truck
which he raised on lire place last year
and The Optic office was presented
with samples of some of the produce. The cabbages and beets were
fully as large as any ever grown In
this section and were fine specimens
of last year's products of the Barker
ranch. Mr. Barker had great success
with all of his crops. His crop of
hulless barley broke all previous records of that section of the state,
yielding 40 bushels per acre.
cob-bage-

$1500

ft. Mounted Opaque Window
"24
Shades
advantage of this bargain.
ft. Mounted Opaque Window
investment and Agency
29
Shades
rion. Phone Main, 0.

25c Hemstiched Pillow Cases
90c

Pepperrel Bed Sheets

90

81

Corpora

NEW 8PfclNG TAILOR
MADE HATS.
The first of the season, in Mrs. L.
55
P. Wright's Window, 609 Sixth street;
15
$4.50. $6.50 and $7.00 each. Come and

75c Bed Sheets
x

"69

SEt

TVlE

get first choice.
FOOTBALL RULES MEETING.
New York, Feb. 2. The memberB

Per cent off on all Lace CurNets and of the Intercollegiate Football Rules
tains, Portiers,. Curtain
committee rounded up at the Holland
20

Couch Covers.
Mrs Potts

setts of 3
Irons, handle and stand
$1.25

TONIGHT
ARMORY WILL BE PACKED WITH
FANS FOR ALBUQUERQUE-LAVEGAS CONTESTS.
S

House this morning for a two days'
Yale, Harvard, Princeton,

Sad meeting.

turnout for this evening promises to
he the largest on record.
Both teams from the Castle school
are keyed up to a high pitch and are
confident of winning.
However, the
Albuquerque boys and girls are
equally confident of victory and the
games will no doutit De hotly con
tested from start to finish.
After a week of successful practice
the boys are in fine shape and look
like winners.
Captain '1 ruder announced this morning that the lineup for tonight's ppme would be the
same as in the earlier games of the
season with W. Koogler and R. Hart,
forwards; L. Swallow, center, and
and Truder, guards. The
same team that met the Normal girls
a week ago will play against the Duke
City sextette in the contest tonight.
The lineup is as follows: Chella Van
forMcVeagh,
Petten and Glady
center;
wards; Fay Evans, jumping
Susie Connell, running center; Louise
Wells and Captain Marie Maloney,
guards.
Harry Frank or the Albuquerque
High School accompanied tne two
Duke City teams on their trip to Las
Veeas as official. A. R. Marwick of
the Y. M. C. A., will officiate for the
Meadow City teams. The first game,
the two girls'
which i.s between
teams, will becin promptly at 8

STAINPR00F TOP FOR TABLE

the United States district court at
Butte, Mont, to have Bet aside the
sale of the Parrot properties to the
Anaconda company on the grounds of
insufficient consideration and fraud.
It li charged that in 1899 men in
company
control of the Anaconda
formed a conspiracy to deplete the
Parrot assets for the purpose of getpossession and that they have
ting
'
succeeded. The inquiry into the
transactions of the Parrot and Anaconda companies is expected to have
an Important bearing upon the affairs
of other leading copper companies,
effect cannot
but the
be determined at this time.

Suggestion That Will Relieve Hottest
of Much Worry While Presiding
at Tea Table.

Seven articles for consumption as
food selected at random from
a
shipment of goods rrom an
concern
were angrocery
alyzed this week by the chemistry
and domestic science departments of
the Normal University. Six were

m
RVCAN

GUARANUi

w
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FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

"At a formal afternoon tea," remarked the woman who keeps bachelor hall, as she put the kettle on
and filled an oval plate with cheese
straws, "whoever presides is generally fairly on guard against spilling tea
on the embroidered cloth; but when
one has it every afternoon, as I do, it
doesn't pay to use fine white linen and
delicate needlework te array the table. Tet one likes to have It attiac-tivI had had two of my prettiest
drawn work tea cloths badly spotted
before I had the inspiration I wanted.
Then I deliberately stained a bit of
white linen with the kind of tea I generally use and let It dry so. Then I
took that tea stained bit downtown
and searched until I found a heavy
linen of that precise tint. It was the
old, twilled weave that you see, and
I found the silks that harmonized '
with It for the simple drawnwork
edge that you were admiring on this
one, for a scallop with a design of
maidenhair ferns above on a second
and for a little running pattern of
clover leaves and an occasional blossom that secures the deep hem of
of
my third one. The dull gray-greethe material and the clearer fern and
clover colors make a thoroughly artistic setting for my white china and
bits of old silver, to say nothing of
the antique candlestick, and I have
no more nervousness when
somebody's hand hakes while liftlrj; the
freshly filled teapot"'
e.

.90
Sunrise
Spasmodic,
Sunbeam,

$1.60
$1.35

Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
JEWELER

AND

OPTICIAN
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Subscribe for The Optic
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LAS VEX3AS

Las Vegas Savings Bank

Interest Paid on Deposits

LOS ANGELES IS GROWING.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 2 Los Angeles started a new chapter In her

civic life today with 121
square
miles of territory. An election held
yesterday resulted In the annexation
of 12 small hamlets, bringing her to
tal area to this amount and making
her the fifth city, territorially In the
United States. The extreme direct
district within the city limits now is
32 miles.

i

m

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

23 ounces for 23 cents

price to pay for baking powder.

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

found to contain adulterations while
the seventh was absolutely pure. The
foodstuffs examined and the adulter
ants found in in them were as follows: vanilla, coal tar and caramel;
Cream 8auce.
pepper, ground hulls; cocoa, starch;
Mix to a paste one tablespoon butcinnamon, ground wood and salt; another sample of cinnamon, starch; ter and half a teaspoon flour, with salt
jams and jelliies, glucose. The sev- and pepper, and add to the juices In
enth sample exhibited, mustard, con- the pan. Gradually add half a cup
milk.
tained no foreign substances.
The
wtere
obtained from the
samples
homes of persons who had purchased
groceries from agents who offered
"something better and cheaper than
your home grocers can sell you."
Capital Paid in
Surplus
This is a good argument for purhome.
The local merchasing at
cv
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
chants' goods are subject to inspection frequently, while those sold by
the agents probably never are Inspected, at least not after delivery
in Las Vegas.
Since the Las Vegas
J. fl. CUNNINGHAM, President
HOSKINS, Cuhter,
merchants learned that the Normal
FRANK SPRINGER,
was engaged in analyzing samples
of foodstuffs many of them have in
vited J. C. Baker, head of the department of science who is conducting the
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
analyses, to call at their stores and
select any product upon the shelves
for examination. Some of the dairymen, too, have invited the Normal to
select any bottle of milk in their delivery wagons upon any day 'they
choose for the purpose of examining
the fluid for formaldehyde.
This shows that the home merf
Capital Stock, $30,OOO.OQ
chants and dairymen court the exam
ination of their goods by competent
scientists and that they wish their
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
goods to be absolutely pure. Nobody
ever heard of a mail order house ask
Wm. G. Haydon
President
Ing to have Its goods examined. Dr.
Vice President
H. W. Kelly
Frank IT. H, Roberts, president of the
Normal, and ,T. C. Baker Invite the
D. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
public to Buhmlt samples of foodstuffs
for examination.

The right powder
at the right price
One cent an ounce

F1VB

tiffs are the owners of 1,210 shares
of Parrot stock and instituted suit in

g

West Point, Dart95 Pennsylvania,
mouth, Cornell, Chicago, Minnesota,
JAQUES MFG. COVanderbilt, Annapolis and other leadAs
were
represented.
institutions
ing
there appears to be little opposition
to the present game among the mem- 26
A.
bers of the committee no radical
M. C.
Opposite the Y.
In
changes are expected to be made
nm
the
PHONE MAIN 87

The Rosenthal

Itli

The big squad of basketball stars
from the Albuquerque high school, 16
strong, arrived this afternoon from
the Duke City on train No. 10, and
everything is in readiness for the big
doublebeader between tne girls' and
MAIL OHDEKUKUGERIES
boys' teams of the Duke City and the
Las Vegas High School at the armory
this evening. It is seldom that the CONTAIN ADULTERANTS
las Vegas basketball fans are treated
to a doubleheader, both games ot
which are between visiting and local NORMAL UNIVERSITY EXAMINES
teams. The people are going to take
SAMPLES AND FINDS THEM
IMPURE.
advantage of the opportunity and the

o'clock.

PART CASH, BALANCE ON T1M1"
will buy a good two story frama
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot
sidewalks in on both streets, excel
lent location; easily worth $2,000
Better hurry if you want to take

SI. 25 Savory Turkey Roasters .95
.28
ns
40c Giass Rolling
.11
15c Pillow Cases 42x36 in.

BEWHOLESHOW

Previous to the games the girls of
Two nicely furnished front rooms,
Meadow City High School will
the
with electric lights and bath. Inhave a candy sale. All of the candy
518
street.
Sixth
quire
will be home made and as the reputaWilliam It. Stapp, until yesterday tion of the girls as candy makers is
clerk of the court for the old Fourth as good as their record as basketball
judicial district, com completed the players, this venture should be sucwork of transferring the records and cessful. The Normal band will be an
funds of Colfax and Union counties other of the attractions and will play
to the county clen.s of those two before the games and during intercommonwealths. The amounts of missions.
Following the games the basket
money that changed hands were conball
players from the Duke City will
siderable and the task of transferring
be the guests of honor at a reception
the records was an arduous one. Mr.
given by the High School at O. R. C.
Stapp returned yesterday morning hall.
been
for
from Raton where he had
Admission to the contests at the
several days looking after this phase
will be rifl cents. The reducarmory
He expects to
of court business.
tion of the price of tickets in (he adtransfer the records and funds for vance saie worked well and a record
Mora county soon.
breaking number have been sold dur
ing the past week by the students of
the schools.
Fred C Fox, general manager of the
Santa Fe western grand division and
COPPER INQUIRY BEGINS.
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent of
Boston, MasK., Feb. 2. A number
the western lines, accompanied by of leading copper men appeared toResident Engineer liisbee of ha Junta day before General Charles K. Dararrived in Ins Vegas last night on a ling, as a United States commissioner,
special train from the south on a trip to give testimony in the suit of Wilof inspection of the Santa Fe lines in liam F. Wall and Louis Foss of Bosthis section. They spent the night in ton against the Parrot Copper and
I
as Vegos, and after visiting the round Silver Mining company. The plain- house and yards this morning, left fo!
Baton and points north. Mr. Fox
joined Mr. Kurn at Albuquerque com
ing into the Duke City over the cut
off. Yesterday they visited Santa Fe
and Iamy.

.iiBttBBSMssSSssi

FOR SATURDAY
6

Wbk-o- n

FOR RENT

IN "TROLLEY CAMPAIGN."
Danbury, Conn., Feb. 2. A party of
prominent woman suffrage advocates
who are making a "trolley campaign"
of Connecticut reached here today to
begin a series of meetings. The "trolley campaign" is regarded as one of
the most unique and successful plans
yet devised to bring the equal suff
rage cause before the people. The
tour began a week ago at Bridgeport
and will continue untfl virtually every
city and town of importance in the
Nutmeg state has been visited. The
touring party includes a number of
the most noted suffragists of Englan.i
as well as America,

0M

W J. Lucas went to

AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

CASH

BASKETBALL WILL

PERSONALS

The Prescriptlooist
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is

Jt' the price

KG

the Hgii

BAKING
POWDER

sells for. Do not pay more; It's a waste of tnomv.
K C Baking Powder ll pure, wholesome and ef-

fective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but tnnke vnt
a firm, fast friend. You really ought to ktlOW
for yourself what a wonderful baking help K. U
Baking Powder is.

Send for the

K C Cook

Book

It's FREE

ADVERTISED GOODS
the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He lins not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his gersonality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable, if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough fatth in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
BeCAStC

II

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

The K C Cook's Book, containing H Iwlwl, wikIIt
made recipes, sent free upon receipt "f h. ndnitut
tificate packed in the
can. Smul II I inlay.

Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

mmr.

I

LAS VIOLAS
COMMISSIONERS

PROCEEDINGS

Black Lake, N. M.; G. H. Van Stont,
Betancla, N. H.
(Continued from Page Two).
Socialist candidates: W. T. Holmes,
Faimington, N. M.; W. P. MetcaM
Miguel, hereby proclaim and give pub-li- Albuquerque, N. M.;
P. J. Stagges,
notice of an election to be held in Roswell, N. M.
the several precincts of said reuity
For District Judge
on Tuesday, the sevenm day of NoRepublican candidate: David J. Lea- vember, A. D., 1911, the object and
Kast Las Vegas, N. M.
hy.
purpose of which is to elect persons
e

DAILY

OPTIC, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 191Z

HE KNEW IT ALL
Why the man who purchased
a World Almanac This book contains
information on every subject of inter
est. It la a regular
encyclo
paedla of Information. Ton can find
everything In Its contents from batting
Who?

e

averages to college yells with census
reports and statistics. The Bally Curio
store has Just received the new Issue.
Price 85 cents.

Democratic candidate: William
offices hereinafter
Haydon, Kast Las Vegas, N. M.
named.
For District Attorney
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
The officers to be voted for, the
candidate: Charles V. Is not for those
Republican
suffering from kidnames of various candidates for each G.
Ward, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ney ailments and irregularities. The
of said offices as the same are on file
Democratic candidate: George H. prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
In the office of the probate clerk of
dispel backache and rheumatism, beal
Hunker, East las Vegas, N. M.
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
this count , and the postofflce adFor State Senator, First Senatorial
kidneys, restore normal action, and
dress of en eh of said candidates are
with it health and strength. Mrs. M.
District
as follows:
F. Spalsbury, o.erllng, 111., says: "I
John 3. suffered
Republican candidate:
great pain In my back and
Representatives in Congress
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
Republican candidates: George Cur- Clark, Kast las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic candidate: Elmer E could not raise my hands over ray
ry, Tularosa, N. M.; Elfego Baca, At
head. But two bottles of Foley Kid
Las Vegas, N. .M.
Voeder,
buquerque, N. M.
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
Democratic candidates: Harvey B. For State Senator, Second Senatorial and Red Cross Drug Co.
District
Fergusson, Albuquerque, N. M.; Past
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
Valverde, Clayton, N. M.
Republican candidate: Juan Navar- is a matter
concerning which you
Socialist candidates. J. W. Hanson, ro. Roy, N. M.
Bhould give careful attention. We car
N.
las Vegas,
M.; O. Cutting, Aztec,
Democratic candidate: Herbert W. ry the famous
Sherwood Rye whiskey,
N. M.
Brown, Wagon Mound, N. M.
and besit suited for
aged
properly
For Governor
For State Senator, Third
Senatorial family use. We also carry a
splendid
Republican candidate: H. O. Bur-suDistrict
line of wines and champagnes. FamSocorro, N. M.
ily trade accorded our special atten
Repubican candidate: Louis C.
Democratic candidate:
W. C. McLas Vegas, N. M.
tion. Goods delivered. The Opera
Donald, Carrizozo, N. M.
Iemocratic candidate: Filadelfo Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
bocialiBt candidate:
Dr. T. C. RiHaca, las Vegas, X. M.
vera, Chamita, N. M.
HAVE YOU READ IT?
For State Representative 29th Repre.
For Lieutenant Governor
The Adler-i-ksentative District
book, telling how you
Republican candidate:
Malaquias
candidate: Manuel Man- - can EASILY guard against appendiRepublican
Martinez, Taos, N. M.
citis and get INSTANT relief from
zanares. Ft. Sumner, N. M.
Democratic candidate
E. C. de Ba- Democratic
candidate:
Anscimo
constipation or gas on the stomach,
Las
a,
Vegas, N. M.
Is being read with much Interest by
N. M.
Gonzales,
Sanchez,
Socialist candidate:
Charles P. For
State Representatives from the Las Vegas people. It Is given away
Goddard, Carrizozo, N. M.
free by the Red Cross Drug Co.
Sixth Representative District
For Secretary of State
candidate: George W
Republican
Republican candidate:
Secundino
Tripp, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Jose A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
Komero, Las Vegas, N. M.
and chilled feet usually affect
N. M. ;
Francisco theWetmucous
Democratio candidate: Antonio Lu- - Ix)bato, Tecolote,
membrane of the nose,
M.
N.
Qu'ntana, Sapello,
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronero. Las Vegas, N. M.
Democratic candidates: Pablo Her-rer- chitis or nnenmnnia mnv reniilt
boc'alist candidate:
C. Cameron,
the
Sapello, N. M.: John L. Zimmer- Watch carefully, particularly
N.
M.
Denting.
and for the racking stubman, East Las Vegas, N. M.; Felix E. children,
born coughs give Foley's Honey and
For State Auditor
Valdez, Las Vegas, N. M.
tar compound, it soothes the inRepublican candidate:
William G One
Commissioner from the flamed membranes, and heals the
County
El
M.
Sdrgent,
Rito, N.
Take no substitute.
First County Commissioner District cough quickly.
Democratic candidate:
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Francises
candidate:
Fidel
Republican
Ortiz, Co.
I'dgado, Santa Fe, N. M.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Socialist candidate:
A. K. Gore,
Democratic candidate: J. Arthur
HOME MADE CANDIES
Alamogordo, N. M.
That's descriptive of the products of
Wilson, Mineral Hill, N. M.
For State Treasurer
One County Commissioner from the the Potter Candy Kitchen. They ar
Republican candidate:
Silvestre
Second County Commissioner
a home product and they are mad
Mirabal, San Raafel, N. M.
District
by the most expert candy maker
Democratic candidate:
O. N. Map
Republican candidate: Antonio A. money can obtain. Hence we lead al.
rno, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gallegos, Vlllanueva, N. M.
competitors in this district. Try
Socialist candidate:
T. A. Clias-lain- ,
Democratic candidate: Julian San- box of our chocolates. We cover th
Willard, N. M.
doval, RIbera, N. M.
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
For Attorney General
One County Commissioner from the
wepubllcan candidate:
Frank W.
Third County Commissioner
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
nicy, Albuquerque, N. M
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
District
I'cmocratie candidate: W. R Mo
are
Cold congests the kidJohn H. neys,sensitive.
Republican candidate:
throws too much much work
I'UI, La Landc, N. m.
York, East Las Vegas, N. M.
upon them, and weakens their action.
jcialist candidate: A. J. McDonald
Democratic candidate: Edward J. Serious kidney trouble and even
'
M.
'on, N.
Brlght's disease may result. StrengthFor Superintendent of Public Instruc- McWenie, East Las Vegas, N. M.
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
One Sheriff
and soreness, build them up by the
tion
Republican candidate: Roman Gal- timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
iJepubltcan candidate:
Andrew B legos, San Jose, N. M.
Tonic In action, quick in results. O.
Stroup, Albuquenrue, N. M.
Democratic candidate:
Clemente G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Democratic candidate:
GROUND HOG'S DAY
Alvan N, Padllla, East Las
Vegas, N. M.
The
White, Silver City, N. M.
hog will come out of
ground
One Assessor
Socialist candidal n: Mr3. Lurlyne
his hole Friday and determine wheth
A.
candidate:
Manuel
Republican
er there is to be several more weeks
Lane, Aido, n. m.
Sanchez, Sanchez, N. M.
For Commissioner of Public Land
of winter. Whichever way he decides
Democratic candidate: Edward E.
it will be necessary for you to purRepublican candidate:
Robert P. Gehrlnsr, East Las Vegas, N. M.
chase coal regularly for some time for
Ervien, Clayton, N. M.
One County Clerk
Democratic candidate: J. L. Emerpurposes. The Coors Lumber
heating
Republican candidate: Lorenzo
son, Knowles, N. M.
handles Yankee coal; the
company
M.
Las Vegas, N.
Socialist candidate:
best
for
and cooking use.
W. C. Tharp,
heating
Democratic candidate:
Miguel A.
St. Vrain, N. M.
Baca, Las Vegas.
BE MODERN
For Justices of the Supreme Court
One Probate Judge
Send your washing away from the
Republican candidates: Frank W.
Adelaido house and he freed of the annoyance
Republican candidate:
Parker, Las Cruces, N. M.; Clarence Tafoya, Las
Vegas, N. M.
of wash day smells and troubles. The
T.
Roberts, Raton, N. M.; Edward R.
Democratic candidate: Antonio So Las
Vegas Steam laundry does 'amilv
Wright, Alamogordo, N. M.
lano. Las Vegas, N. M.
as well as fancy washing.
washing
Democratio candidates:
Summers One Treasurer and
Collector Fvery day is wash day there no mat
Burkhart, Albuquerque, N. M.; W. A.
Republican candidate: Eugenlo Ro- ter how much II rains or snows. Ihe
Dunn, Roswell, N. M.; R. H. Hanna, mero, Las
Vegas, N. M.
work is done by experts, too. Try it
Santa Fe, N. M.
Democratic candidate: Napoleon B. once and he
For Members of State Corporation
Fontaine, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Commission
One County Superintendent of Schools
How to cure a cold is a question in
Republican candidates:
George W.
Republican candidate: M. F. Des which many are interested Just now.
Arm! Jo, Santa Fe, N. M.; Hugh H.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
Marais, Las Vegas, N. M.
N. M.; M. S.
Williams, Doming,
Democratic candidate:
Eleuterio won Its great reputation and immense
sale by Its remarkable cure of colds.
Groves, Carlsbad, N. M.
Baca, La9 Vegas, N. M.
It can always be depended upon. For
Democratic candidates: O. L. Owen,
sale by all druggists.
Olovis, N. M.; Seferlno Martinez,
(Continued on Page Seven).
G.

to the various

GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business yon will have
done some thing for yourself as well
as jour otty, for as electric sign Is the
modern groat white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly be

tor the eyee of the purchasing

:

i

Del-gad-

--

FOLEY'S

HONEY

CHAS. LEWIS

COMPOUND

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Eaoh Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,00 Ida, Eaoh Delivery
60 lb, to 200 lb. Each Delivery
Los Than 60 lb. Each Delivery

2.000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

20a per 1N

lb.

Uc per 100 lbs.
soc per 100 lb.
40c per 1M lb.
BOe per 100 lb

AGUA PDRA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

TAR

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

and

Douglas Avenue.

lohe Optic

Shoe
and
should be done right particularly
welt soled shoes which when repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finisher equals hand work, leaving the shoe
flexible and retaining the shape as
when new, costs less and wears Just
as long. Hedgcock's.

SOCIETY

1

tin

AU R

llt

ANT AND

ANO

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second aad
fourth Tuesday evening of -A, M. Regular commonth at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and
VlalUaj
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting broth- Condon, Secretary.
ers cordially invited.
O.
N.
Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
CHAPMAN

COLUMN
1ATE

CLASSIFIED

FOR

AO"

E P

na

At

TISEMENT8
"Ive cents per line each Insertion,
estimate six ordinary word
to a
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneat
dna No ad to occupy less tpaee than LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building.
Visiting members are cor
x KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
two line
Ali advertisements chargW. R. Tipton, G. K.,
invited.
dlally'
Tues-ssecond
utar
conclave
ed will be booked at space
actually
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
Maeach
at
month
in
day
to
number of
it, without regard
DELICIOUS STEAKS
erde. Cash In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
Boucher, S. C; Chaa Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
makes a speclaltly of alfalfa-fena
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worll
tlve and Kansas City beef. Conse
hall, on the second and fourth Friquently the best steaks to be purchasLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
ed in this city come off the blocks Is
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Its meat department.
You are not
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit-inIn
each
tion first Monday
getting the best for your money unneighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temless you are buying meat at the Las
come
and cordially invited.
R.
M.
m.
ple, at 7:30 p.
Vegas Mercantile company's store.
Williams, H P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

4n

d

IT IS NOT STRANGE

--

'ci

Number,

Mam

It is not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street. The bill
of fare Is generous and the price is
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. WANTED Dinjng toom
Railroad avenue.
Many people wonder how It is possible to serve such
meals so

'L

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

RANSFORD

Wanted
girl,

403

WANTED

cheaply.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
clean cotton rags at this
Large,
H.
Geo.
Hunker
Chester A. Hunkai
office, for which we will pay 5 cents
BIG DIFFERENCE.
LODGE
NO.
EL
DORADO
1,
Attorneys at Law.
It makes little or no difference per pound.
KNIGHTS
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas,
OF
New Mexle.
whether you know or not that we
eve
Monday
every
have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
ning In Castle Hall.
it does make a big difference If you
PHYSICIANS
Knights are
Visiting
don't know that we sell the purest,
house-work- .
WANTED
Girl
for
invited.
general
cordially
that our prices are the lowest, our
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Apply 1102 Eighth street.
Chas. E. Liebsch-nledeliveries prompt and that we cater
Physlciai. and Surgeon
1
1
Cha n c e o r
to the family trade. The Lobby, LauI treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander. Harry
bach & Benjamin, proprietors.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
make a specialty oi eye, ear, nose and
of
Martin,
Keeper
624
room, electric
lights, bath.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Main street.
HOW'S THIS7
Phones: Office, Main 4J; Residence
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re342.
Vegas
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Office:
506V& Grand Avenue.
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
NO.
Cure.
705 Sixth Street
IUeldence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
We, the undersigned, have known
ly furnished, chicken house, barn, 8 o'clock.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Visiting members are
IVt acres, partly under ditch, sun
LOCAL TIME CARD
believe him perfectly honorable In all
welcome.
E. E. Gehring,
cordially
able for chicken ranch or small
business transactions, and financially
T.
J.
Buhler, secretary;
president;
able to carry out obligations made by
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
tils firm.
one
Call
417
year.
Eighth street,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Arrive
Depart
East La Vegas.
Toledo, O
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. a.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken In
No. 4
11:10 p. m
11:06 p m
I. O. of B
B. Meets every first
ternally, acting directly upon the FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
m.
No. 8.... 1:16
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys1:25
921 Lincoln avenue.
in
month
the
the
vestry No.
Tuesday of
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
m
m
1:45
2:10
p.
p.
10....
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugo'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
gists.
WEST BOUND
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti FOR RENT--Nice- ly
furnished room
Isaac Appel,
Invited
oord'r.lly
No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
'
630 Twelfth street.
patlon.
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
No. 3
m
6:10
6:15 p. m.
retary.
IN NEW YORK CITY
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p. m
No. 9
Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, ai
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
street,
Broadway and
Meet in Fraternal
near Central Park, an Ideal locai'on FOR SALE A 1900
Brotherhood
gravity washer
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
A. &L Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
In the retail shopping and theatei
and wringer, almost new. Call 926
was the casfe with Mrs. W. S.
Th;t
Flint, chief of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
Fourth stret.
district, with the subway, elevated
of wampum.
taken down with a sever attack of
and surface cars at hand. A hand
Visiting brother
which run into bronchitis. She
some, modern, beautifully furnished FOR SALE One white iron bed with
welcome.
as though she had consumpcoughed
hotel with one of the best restau
springs. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 1027
tion and could not sleep at night. The
rants In the city, but moderate tr.
Sixth street.
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei
Compound gave her so much relief
prices.
I. Meets every Monday evening at that she continued astng it until she
day up. Send for booklet. Harry P
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. SchaeHOW MANY TIMES
Stlmson, manager.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Have you wished you had a good
ing brethren cordially invited to at.
D.
N.
tend. J
likeness of some near dear relative
G.;
Fridenstine,
THE USES OF STEAM
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
Among the uses of steam that are a portrait that was a true likeness,
beyond the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine
proving of greatest benefit to man with every characteristic line and a
can do more. O. G. SchaeC.
V.
trustee.
natural
Hedgcock, cemetery
kind is its utilization as a sterilizer
expression. In, our portrait
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Where steam is directed no germs can work we study our subject, get the
live. The Ideal Sanitary dairy uses proper pose and light, that's why our
steam to sterilize all its utensils, ren work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
dering them absolutely free from con Studio on the Plaza.

Help Wanted

r,

For Rent

am

a

a

Fifty-tlourt-

fur

Saie

Crystal lec Co

tamlnation. When you purchase Ideal
milk you know you are getting pure
milk.
A MONTH

HAS PASSED

whole month of the new year has
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son or
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months in which to save. The First
National Bank offers an admirable op
portunity for accumulating
savings
Your account solicited.
A

YOU CAN MAKE A HIT

THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mat.;.
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Johnsen
Son

Pure Ice
PHONE

MAIN

227

AN EPIDEMIC OF r.nnr.HiNr.
Is sweeping over the town. Old and

You can make a hit with that girl
if you present her with a box of
Nevln's Medallion Chocolates. O. G.

p

M

KtST

7 HE BEST GOODS

young alike are arfected, and the
strain is rjarticularlv hn.nl nn uttio
children and on elderly people. Foley's
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take
noney ana iar tjompound is a quick
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe Schaefer, the druggist, has just re eaie ana rename pure fnr nil ri,o-hcolds.
Contains no opiates. O.
and reliable. The Bee Hive on the ceived a fresh supply of this famous and
u. tscnaerer ana Red Cross Drug Co.
carton is the mark of the genuine. brand and a full assortment of all
Refuse sustitutes.
Nevlns' confections which can be purE stray Advertisement
O. G, 8CHAEFER
chased In bulk or by the box. There
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Red Cross Drug Co.
Is no better candy made.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
You are probably aware that pneumonia always results from a cold, but V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
you never heard of a cold resulting In 19, 1911.
nneumonla when Chamberlain's Cough
Towlt: One red white face cow, 3
Remedy was used. Why take the risk years old.
when this remedy may be had for a
Branded
trifle? For sale by all druggists.
Q
O U
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
WORLD GOWING WI8ER.
The world Is growing wiser every Board, unless claimed by owner on or
day and the people of Las Vegas are before Feb. 12, 1912, said vdate being io
mm
growing wise to the fact that there Is days after last appearance ot this adbetter coffee than Golden Gate, vertisement, said estray will be sold
0 no
which Is sold by the Las Vegas Mer- by this Board for the benefit of the
cantile company. It has a delicious owner when found
blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
X2
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for
Albuquerque, N. M.
85 cents or two and one-hal- f
1st pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 1912.
for 81.

J
3f

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

WANT

SHOE REPAIRING
repairing is important

'

a

pub-

lic and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.
-

THE

I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

I

LAB

COMMISSIONERS

PROCEEDINGS

(Continued from Page Six).
One County
Surveyor

Republican candidate: George E.
Morrison, East Laa Vegas. N. M.
Democratic candidate: Vincent K.
Jones, East Laa Vegas. N. M.
That the place where said elecUon
is to be held in each
precinct in said
county of San Miguel l. aa follows:
Precinct, No. 1, San Miguel House
of Jesus Serna.
Precinct No. 2, La Cueata-Ho- use
of
Antonio Gallegos.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas south-Ho- use
of Enrique Sena.
ITecinct No. 4, Tecolote House of
Juan T. Gurule.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas north-Ho-use
of Jose Abeyta.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
House of Felipe Baca y Garcia.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio House
of Felix Sandoval.
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas-Ho-use
of Dionioio Barela.
Precinct
No. 9, Pecos House of
Pedro Ribera.
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito House
of Pedro Gardunio.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo-Schoolhouse.

Precinct No. 12, Rowe House of
Telesfor Archuleta.
Precinct No. 1J, Rociada School
house.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of
Anacleto Montoya.
Precinct No. 15, Manuelitas School
house.
Precinct No. 16, Union House of
Francisco Arguello.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio
Schoolhouse.
Precinct No. 18, Mishawaka School
house.
Precinct No. 19, McKinley School
house.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan School
house.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
House of Macario Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso House of
Alejandro Rodarte.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House
of Nestor Sena,
Precinct No. 24, aL Liendre School
bouse.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca

House of Isidro Duran.
Precinct No. 26, lxs Alamos
of Jose N. Gallegos.
P.tcinct No. L7, San Pablo
of

l.ar'o

House
House

No.

28,

Chavez

House

of

George Chaves.
Precinct No. 2i, East Las Vegas-C- ity
Hall,
Precinct No. 30, Canon Manuelitas
House of Benigno Trujillo.
Precinct No. 31, Puerteclto House
of Creoencio Martinez.
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo School
house.
Precinct No. 33, Los Vigiles School
house.
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House
of Luis Garcia.
Precinct No. 35, Las Gallinas
School house.
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
House of Calletano Martinez.
Precinct No. 37, Cerrito House of

Kpltaoo Qulntana.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres

School

house.

Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito House
of Rumualdo Castillo.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal House of
Gregorio Zamora.
Precinct No. 41, Canon iArgo-Hou- se
of Manuel Chavez.

Precinct

No. 42,

Romeroville

House

of Juan ('. Montoya.
Precinct No. 43. Los Fuertes
Sc hool house.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios School
house.
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale School
house.
Precinct No. 45, Emplazado School
house.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs-Sch- ool
house.
No. 4S, Trementina-Scho- ol
Precinct

house.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca House
of Prospero Raca.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe House
of Matias Aragon.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio House
of Cruz Rolbal.
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonlas
House of Cleofes Garcia.
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa School
house.
Done at Las Vegas. New Mexico,
this 28th day of October, 1911, by the
board of county commissioners of the
county of San Miguel, New Mexico.
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Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso, Judges-Ra- mon
Felipe Baca y Garcia, Cleofes
A. Trujillo, Cristobal Beltran,
Chairman.
Attest:
Arntijo, Jose G. Rivera; polling place,
Jose T. Lobato; polling place, house of
house of Felipe Baca y Garcia.
HiRENZO DKLCVDO. Gferl
Precinct No. 7, San Antono, Judges Alejandro Rodarte.
it is now ordered t mt the !oard do
Precinct No. 23, San Jose, Judges-Nes- tor
Felix
;iow adjourn.
Sandoval, Bonifacio Sandoval.
Sena, Eplfanlo Lucero, Esqui-pulJulio Roybal; polling place, house of
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
Griego;
polling precw, house of
SandovaL
Felix
Chairman.
Attest:
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas, Nestor Sens.
lORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Precinct 11 o. 34, La Liendre, Judges
Las Vegas, N, M., Oct. 30, 1911.
Judges Dlonkio Varela, George C. de
Juan D. Aragon, Felix Gonzales,
The board of county commissioners Ban, Valerio Baca; polling place,
Nan
io Otero; polling place, school
Varela.
of San Miguel county met at 10 a. m. house of Dlonkio
Precinct No. 9, Pecos, Judges Jose house.
Roman Gallegos, chairPresent:
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca, Judges
man; John S. Clark, county commis- Varela, Pedro Ribera, Jose F. Vigil;
Isidro
Duran, Luis Sanchez, Adolfo
Ribera.
Pedro
of
house
Martinez, county polling place,
sioner; Benigno
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito, Judge Chavez; polling place, nouse of Isidro
Ixrenzo
De'gado,
commissioner;
Duran.
Pelaglo Arguello, Esteban Gallego.
clerk of the board, and the interITecinct No. 26, Los Alamos, Judges
Place,
polling
Gardunio;
Gregorio
preter.
N. Gallegos, Amado Sena, Mar- Jose
Gardunio.
of
Pedro
The minutes of the previous session house
Precinct No. 11, San Geroolmo. c.ellno Montoya; polling place, house
were read, approved and signed in
Judges Francisco Garcia. Simon don of Jose N. Gallegos.
open session.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo, Judges
polllim
In the matter of the appointment of zales, Juan la. Santillanee:
Antonio AtencJo, Lucreclo Valdez,
judges of election for the general elec- place, schoolhouse.
Esteban
Aragon; polling place, house
No.
Rowe,
12,
JuUi
Precinct
D.
1911.
A.
tion for
Darlo Atencio.
Be it Resolved, by the board of teban Salmeron, Fllomeno Aivhuloiu. of
Precinct No. 28, Chavez, Judges
house
county commissioners of the County of Cosme Esqulbel; polling place,
George Chavez, Simon Garcia y Mon
San Miguel that the following named of Telesfor Archuleta.
toya, Justo Griego;
polling place,
Precinct No. 13, Rocia.la. Judge
persons be and are hereby appointed
KeltcJano llerivra. house of George Chavez.
Alcario
reBursiaga,
in
of
election
and
for
the
judges
Preclnot No. 29, East Las Vegas,
school
spective precincts under which their Andres Montoya; polling place,
udges R. C. Rankin, C. E. McCul
names are herein set forth, and the house.
lough, M. Cellers; polling place, city
Precinct No. 14, Sapello. Judges
following named places be and they
hall.
Gauua.
Carlos
Anacleto
Montoya,
and
ar
as
selected
the
polls
hereby
Precinct No. 30, Canon Manuelitas.
house
place,
Arohibeque; polling
places where the people are to meet
Judges Benigno Trujillo. Declderlo
to hold said election in and for the of Anacleto Montoya.
Alires; polling
Precinct No. 15, Manuelitas. Judges Trujillo. Kplmenlo
respective precincts under which said
Ines Padilla, Modesto PadlllH. place, bouse of Henlgno Trujillo.
Jones
the
are
set
for
herein
forth,
places
Precinct No. 31, Puerteclto, Judges
school
general election to be held on the Simon Trujillo; polling place
Indnlixio Sena. Pnscual Sena. Desihouse.
A.
seventh day of November,
D., 1911,
derio Ohnvm; polling place, house of
Precinct No. 16, Union. Judges
within the county of San Mjguel, Ter
Juan Arguello, Reymundo Lucero, Jose Crocnnclo Martinez,
ritory of New Mexico,
Prelum No. 32. El Pueblo. Judges
Darlo Apodaca; polling place, limine
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel, Judges
rieote.,
inborn, Candelario Ullbarrl,
of
Francisco
Arguello.
Jesus Serna, Ellseo Baca, Andres GonPrecinct No. 17, San Patricio. Judge ICuaniilo Orl In; polling place, school
zales: tolling place, house of Jesus
Catalino Martinez, Victor Vitrei a, lloliw
Serna.
l'ieeln.,1 No. aS, Ioh VIhIIcs. Judges
Duran: polling place, school
Xoberto
La
No.
Precinct
2,
Cuesta, Judges
lone 'lutein, Vldttl Qui ii aim, Juan
Georg Pacheco, Ramon Madrid, Pablo house.
Vlell,
polling- plai'tt, school hoiiMe.
I)
('.
No.
IS.
An-Judges
M'shawaka,
;
Gonzales; polling place, house of
I'rei Inei No, 34,
OalllnnN, Judges
rtlaek. David Newcomer, John I Inn
tonio Gallegos.
Touma ioi,,iie-- . Toi1ooto
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South.! man; polling place, Bchool house,
tool lo
MniiHlii1ti;
polling
Precinct No. 19, McKinley, Judge
place,
Judges Santiago Wallace, Eugenio
or l.uU Uardii
Nimioi
Fermin
Baca,
Duran, Benigno Alires:; polling place, Hijinlo Lucero,
I'ftMtttii i No, an, Un GHtllnaN, Judge
selmol
Oandelsria:
pluoo,
polling
house of Enrique Sena.
Aran-lM- ,
itlaiidiu
OeUvtnno Hitlnn,
house.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote, Judges
BnllOol
San
plttCh,
No.
IhltHttt,
polling
20,
Precinct
Juan,
Judgmt
Juan F. Gurule, Desiderio Martinei.
Luis Martinez; poling place, house of, Florencio Sanchez, Fidel Bandies, Lulu liollljtj
Vouam-Cib. ii,. i
lllniico,
Br.slJtmante: poll'ng place, sHiuul
of Juan F. Gurule.
hnigos Woilntm Torrm, Nunriio Bala
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North.
Precinct No. 21, Casa OOtOfMl ttr, f'wflrlw Bflti'li.r. polling place,
Judges Pilar Abeytia, Pablo Ortti.
oil. ,.. Mnrllro
Hlnohto Levba. Juan Anioi.i.i l.otioo i,1
Judces
Bf
house
Hilario Lopez; polling place,
Padilla, Hilario M. Romero; ih.IHkb
Pilar Abeyta,
MtilliWo 'iiIMiii.h. .limit
luran
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central, j place, house of Macario Leyba.
ROMAN OALLKG08.

Aicncio.

Precinct

VEOA8 DAILY

Judges

a

.1

Se-raf-

to-wi-t:

I

-

Vnli-nii-

I

I

TORT

Canned!
. .
.!

Preserved Fruits

AND

HUNTS
VIL
II DDL
kJUl
ltJOfllJ

Canned
Fruits
and

The Orchard

Order These Brands And You will be

Flavor and QueJity

Delighted With Their

Juan Vigil; palling place, house of
Kpltacio Qulntana.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, Judges
Segundo
Felipe N. Lucero, Luis
Mon lii no,
Pedro Montano; polling
place, school house.
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito, Judges
Rumaldo Castillo, Benigno Lucero,
Anastaoio RaeJ; polling place, house
Rumaldo Castillo.
Precinct No. 40, rsernai, Judges-Grego- rlo
Zamora, Cecllio Jaramillo,
lc h. Cornelio
Saiz; polling place, school
of Cregorlo Zamora.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo, Judges Manuel Chavez, Antonio Coca,
Raca; polling place, house of

Ramon Romero, Agapito Trujillo,
Juan Lucero; polling place, school
house.

Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs, JudN. Crespin, Telesfor Bena-videlilas Martinez; polling place,
school house.
Precinct No. 48, Trementina, Judges -- Pedro Roybal, Hilario Gonzales,
Pedro Trujillo; polling place, school

gesJose

z,

bouse.

Precinct No. 4d. Agua Zarca, Judges
Tranquilno Baca, Pedro Senorla,
Varela; polling place, house of
Prospero Baca.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe, Judges
Matias Aragon, Florencio LIcon,
Santiago Archuleta;
polling place,
Manuel Chavez.
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville, Judges house of Matias Aragon.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignaoio, JudgJuan C. Montoya, Juan Baca, Manuel Chavez; polling place, house of es Cruz Rolbal, Gregorio Aragon,
Simon Roybal, polling place, house of
Juaa 0, Montoya.
l'roolnot No. 43, Ijos Fuortes, Judg-ei- Cruz Roibai
Precinct No. 52, Las Colon laa,
Knrlue Garcia, Jesus Ma. GonzaCleofes Garcia, Pablo Bare-la- ,
Judges
Cornelio
school
Kill.; poling place,
les,
Felix
Roybal; polling place, house
house.
Precinct No. 44, OJItos Frlos, Judg-V- . of Cleofes Garcia.
Prednct No. 53, Encinosa, Judges-Ma- nuel
I'. I, I'lnard, Andres Chavez, Juan
D. A. Macs, Manuel Romero,
I1..
house.
I'Toros; polling place, school
Prwrlnrt No. 45, Cherry vale, Judges Juan, Trujillo; polling place, school
L. J. Crawford, Knriuue Baca, Max house.
t'llbarrl; polling place, school house.
Precinct No. 41, ItnpIazado, Judges
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
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THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

and

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

AT,

as

The Fresh
From the
Garden

Berries

THE OPTIC IS

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

Delicious

m

Tegeiaoies
and

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

Eu-seb- io

1

LAt VIOA

Eggs
Princes Brand Colorado
Eggs are the best 'shipped
in' stock to be had

Per Dozen 38c
Strictly Fresh, gathered
from Home Producers.
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Mrs. R. T. Lewis is reported to be
ill at her home, 911 Rallroda

seriously

LOCAL NEWS
at

DAILY

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar.

The regular monthly meeting of the
board of directors of the Y. M. C. A.
will be held Tuesday night In the as
sociation offices.

COST OF LIVING SUBJECT
OF A MESSAGE
(Continued From Page One)

ownership where the same certainty
and efficiency of service can be had
by private enterprise," said the president, "but I think the conditions pre
sented in Alaska are of such a hai
acter as to warrant the government
for the purpose of encouraging the development of that vast and remarkable territory, tobuild and own a trunk
ru'lroad, which it can lease on terms
which may be varied and changed to
meet the grow ing prosperity and de
velopment of the territory."
President Taft said there was little
likelihood that the
The Y. M. C. A. has received a
Rev. Dr. Peifer, the new pastor of
interests would open up a railhandsome regulation size pool table road under the
arrived
yesterday
Temple Montefiore,
present conditions in
which will be set up In the associa- Alaska.
from his former home in the East.
tion rooms tomorrow. The table is
'ihe president would have a coirTonight he will hold his first services finished in
mission style to suit the nUelon form of
in the temple. The general public as
government for Alaswell as members of the congregation interior decorations and give finish to ka, one lalf of the commiasioi lo
the association reading rooms
and
is invited to be present.
elected and other half apo'ted
parlors.
by the president.
A leasing system was proposed by
Charles O'Malley is installing an in
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
tercommunicating telephone system pany will hold its regular monthly- - tihe president for government coal and
in the buildings of the New Mexico business
phosphate lands in Alaska, as well
meeting tomorrow night in
Hospital for the Insane. The tele- its station on Bridge street. Further as in the United States.
The reclamation laws of the United
phones will make it possible for per
for the big Washington's Birth
sons in que part of the plant to talk plans
should be modified,. in the opin-inStates
dance will be perfected. A large
with attendants and officers in other day
of the president so that a homenumber of the dance tickets already
steader might be granted a patent at
parts. There will be 12 instruments have been sold.
upon the line.
the end of five years of cultivation
and three years of occupation. The
Charles Kinkaid of Dodge
Louis Kelly was arrested last night
City, president also would relieve home
tract of steaders from the
by Santa Fe Special Officer E. R. Kan., has purchased a
requirement of oc
Wells on the charge of fighting and land about a mile north of Las Vegas cupation at times when
the condispent the night in the city jail. This and after improving the property will tion of the land would make it burden
when summoned before live there. Mr. Kinkaid came to Las some and difficult.
morning,
Judge D. R. Murray, Kelly pleaded Vegas about two months ago with his
Folowlng a suggestion of Secretary
guilty and was released on the pay- family and has decided to reside in of the Interior Fisher, President Taft
ment of the costs with a suspended Meadow City permanently.
declared in his message that the con
fine. Kelly, with several comrades,
trol of water power sites should re
The boys and girls'
basketball main in the national government rath
got into an argument last night at the
depot which ended in a general ex teams of the Albuquerque high school er than be turned over to the states
Wells, who was accompanied by several enthusiastic He would have the sites
change of blows.
of by
not on the scene at the time, was supporters of the Duke City aggrega- direct lease from the disposed
the
government,
called, but upon his arrival Kelly was tions and chaperoned by Mrs. La Bar, rental to be used in
or
improvement
the only remaining offender. Kelly's arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon the stream and for the benefit
the
of
on train No. 10. The members of the local
companions are not known.
community where the power sites
girls' squad are as follows: Misses were located. The
president would
Unless the ground hog has lost his Myers, Wickham, Clark, Franklin, L. aive to the states the
right to regulate
sight with advancing age six more Cartwright, Schweitzer and M.
the rates at which the converted powex
of
be
winter
weather
wfeeks
The boys' team is composed er was sold. The
may
proper disposition
pected. The sun shone brlghtlyt of Grimmer, Balcomb,
J. MoCanna, of water power sites has been one of
the greater part of today and if the Lapralck, C. McCanna, Shuffelbarger the most
serious subjects discussed by
beast did not see his shadow it was and Lee. Miss Ruth Tompkins, Miss
conservationists.
President Taft benot the fault of the orb of day. It is Irma Nickels, Miss Laura Colgan and lieves
the leasing system he now
that
reported that several citizens of jcls Alonzo Seers accompanied the squad suggests is the best
solution of the
Vegas who desired winter to end to the Meadow City. Harry Frank of
problem; that it would mean honesty
right here and now, procured a
Albuquerque came with them as r of administration and the
prevention
which they spread above the feree.
of abuses which a monopoly of absoground hog's hole.
They experted
lute ownership in private persona or
this to prevent the animal casting
When
Kozo Oguro was united in companies would make possible.
shadow and frightening himself barv
Into his subterranean retreat. But a marriage yesterday afternoon at the
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
court house to Miss Mary Lyszczar-szyk- ,
couple of coal dealers, whose names
Dear
Sir. Our insurance advice is
there
occurred'
the
interthird
will not be mentioned, were so enter
to be solemnized in tree to you. It may be of value to
national
wedding
can
to
a
as
in
carve
the
slit
prising
You pay money willingly for Are
vas through which a beam of light Las Vegas within a little more than you.
Insurance.
found its way, causing the ground a year. Oguro is a Jap. His bride
Our advice tends to warrant not
is of Polish birth.
Both are em
hog to retire without so much as say-- 1
at
spending
the
your money in vain. Ask us
cereployed
Casteneda.
The
a
of
No
ing "good night."
report
about
raise in the price of coal has been an mony was performed by Justice of
"A Better Protection
nounced up to 4 o'clock this after- the Peace Pablo Vigil in the presence
at the same expense"
of a few of the court house employes.
noon, however
CUTLER BROS.
The ceremony was performed in
Tel. Main 124.
Spanish, which was translated into 614 Lincoln Ave.
English. The bride probably will find
COULON AND CONLEY.
her new name much easier to proLos Angeles, Cat, Feb. 2. What
nounce than Lyszczarszyk. There are
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
now three families, among the Cas- promises to be the best bout seen in
teneda employes the heads of which this vicinity in a long time will be
TO LAUNDRY DAY
staged tomorrow afternoon, when
are Japs.
Johnny Coulon will defend his title
to the
Miss
Liva Lichty, head of in a 20 bantamweight championship
Though
round contest with Frankie
the department of vocal musTc at the
The champion has trained
Conley.
Normal
If you make it
Universiay, has been called
since his recent arrival here
faithfully
to Denver on account of the serious
illness of Miss Brick, rehearsals for ftcm Chicago and expresses confidence in his abilltv to dlsnoaft nf
LAS VEGAS STEAM
"The Dress Rehearsal," the clever
musical production to be given soon Conley. If he is successful he will
proceed from this city direct to New
LAUNDRY DAY
by tbe students of the institution, are
Orleans to tackle Frankie Burns in a
being cairied on regularly under the
affair two weeks hence.
direction of Misses May Rn:;s and
you'll never go back to (he
Marguerite Clttxton, marnjters of i!.c
faculty. Miss Brictt, ho resided here
way.
last yeir, is in a wril'Mia cori'Htir.n.
Her death is expected to occur at any
time, as she is suffering from tuberE
of the spine, which has alculosis
ONCE-PHONTRY US
ready progressed so far as to rob the
woman of her sight. Miss Lichty is
NOW-Miss Brick's nearest friend and her
presence in Denver is absolutely necessary. The cast for the play has
been selected and there Is every indi
cation that It will be one of the mop
tuneful and enthralling productions
ever staged in this city.
Finch

g

Golden Wedding Rye, meed

A marriage license was Issued yesDirect from distillery
terday afternoon at the court bouse
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
to Juana Chavez, aged 47. and Andres
Quintans, aged 46, both residents
Fidel Ortiz and Juan Maldonado
of San Miguel.
will give a dance Friday night in
Rosenthal hall. Lunch.
The funeral of Lawrence Erwin,
the 19 year old so--j of Mr. and Mrs.
MeThe Ladles' Guild of St Paul's
M. J. Thatcher, who died Wednesday
morial Episcopal church will hold a
night, occurred this afternoon at 3
sale of bread, cafces, cookies, dough- o'clock from the Church of the Imnuts, salads and pfes at Potter's can- maculate Conception. Burial occurred
dy store Saturday afternoon beginning in St. Anthony's cemetery.
at 2 o'clock.
In

the wood.

Morgan-Guggen-l.ei-

Per Dozen 42c

-

IKE DAVIS
(The Cok.sh Grocer)
Main

Telephone

193 or Main 194

THE

HOME

OF

PURE THINGS
TO EAT

STRICTLY

FRESH

Eggs
40c per dozen
J.

H.

STEARNS

Grocer.

The Home of Quality
t

Our Grocery and Bakery
Department wil
hereafter ,'be under the Management of Mr.
Amos Kline. Our Meat Market Department and
live Stock Interests will be under the
Management ;0f Mr. Walter Hayward, who will
give

their personal attention to all matters pertin

ing to their Departments. Wish them and help
them make Success.

THE CRAAF
We

I

HAYWARD CO.

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

GOOD

ROADS MEETING.
Deadwood, S. D., Feb. 2. With the
governors of Minnesota and North
and South Dakota on the program for
addresses, the state good roads con-

vention which opened in this city today promises to be one ot the most
notable conventions of its kind ever
held in this section of the country.
The gathering will continue In session over tomorrow. The participation of South Dakoto and the neighboring states in the building of the
proposed transcontinental automobile
roadway is to be discussed, also plans
for improved highways to the Yellow
stane National Park ana other places
of scenic interest in this part of the
country.

their heads about what to wear on
that occasion', to pick out a costume
from afull line, and will be a saving
of much worry and time.
At the request of Governor William
the dinner which was
have been given in his honor by the
Normal University on Saturday evening, February 10, has been postponed
until March.
The stress of official
business made it necessary for thf
governor to request the postponement.
He will be here on the night of February 9 to attend the reception given
m his honor by the Commercial clul
The governor accepted the Normal's
invitation first but the school gr;
fully withdrew in favor of the Commercial club.
C. McDonald

The committee in charge of the
for the masque ball to be
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
given by the ladies of Las Vegas on
the evening of February 14, announced this morning that it had FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms,
made arrangements to bring a
first floor, electric lights, telephone.
to Las Vegas two days before
508 MaM avenue.
the dance with a complete line of
costumes. This will make it possible FOR SALE Furniture, cheap. 1104
for many who have been puzzling
6t
Douglas avenue.

Our new Regal Shoes for this
No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
season.

r--

their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.

r-,rr

REGAL
SHOES
give you the same!

perfect fit and comfort as made-to- measure shoes because thev are mad m quarter-stze- s
just
double the number of fittines found in other shoes
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Rega!
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.

GREENBERGER

LET

us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting.
big

You pay

rent for that small space

in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
it well lighted.

Cart-wrig-

USE

Las Vegas Steam
81

617 Douglas

Jefferson Raynolds President
President
Hal'att Raynolda Caehior
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
bank adopts every desirable method
While this
it never loses sight of that essential

of modern
qualityi Absolute Safety.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Main 21
D. IV. C OND ON

If it may be term ed

"PURE FOOD"
Jams and Preserves

CREPE PAPER
For covering flower pots and all other decorations liable to
damage from moisture.
This is a really good article,
Try Some.

35c per roll
red;white and green

507 Sixth Slntl

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

WANTED

Large, clean cotton rags at this
office, for which we will pay 5 cents
per pound.

GERMAN WATERPROOF

cos-tum-

W. P. Souther

'TERNDELL"

Laundry

Phone Main

Customer

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Afja 462

BOUCHER

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

a

science

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

THE COFFEE MAN

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

